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More than half of adults with ADHD say disorganization is a serious problem, and 40% 
of women over the age of 40 say disorganization is their most urgent ADHD issue. Our 
ADHD brains are prone to clutter for a number of reasons: poor working memory, weak 
impulse control, and access to online retailers that instantly fulfill our whims. When the 
sheer physical and emotional space consumed by clutter becomes unmanageable, it can 
get in the way of relationships, work, and mental health.

Contentment is not bought or sold. But, somehow, we end up accumulating piles of stuff, 
believing the possessions will make us happy when they really just make us cluttered. 
Clutter has a sneaky way of lying dormant and then abruptly disrupting our lives like 
mosquitoes in the summertime or pop-up ads online. 

Some adults with attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD or ADD) are paralyzed 
by their paper piles; unsure where to start, they do nothing at all. Others become emo-
tionally attached to objects they no longer need. And some of us may be so oblivious to 
our surroundings that we cease to see that our homes are in disarray. 

Where do we start? How do we start? How can we ensure that we won’t face the same 
scenario next year — or next week? These questions all lead up to the biggie: How will 
our easily distracted ADHD brains cope with the unstimulating task of sifting through 
the clutter?

This eBook is here to help. It begins by explaining the link between the ADHD brain 
and excessive clutter. Next, it offers easy-to-follow steps and organizational strategies 
for putting your kitchen, bedroom, home office, and craft room in order. You’ll find 
ADHD-friendly decluttering tips from ADDitude editors, readers, and experts. You’ll find 
hacks to stay engaged and motivated while organizing — and even game ideas to make 
monotonous tasks fun. You’ll find guidelines for managing paper piles, as well as organi-
zational systems that help children keep their clutter in check. You’ll learn how to identify 
if your or a loved one’s collecting habits border on hoarding tendencies and how you can 
move forward. Above all, you’ll find a cleared pathway to prioritizing activities and rela-
tionships above stuff — leading to a more fulfilled life. 

Introduction
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Before you can understand your behaviors — why you act the way you do — as well as 
why organization and decluttering are so challenging for ADHD brains, you need to learn 
about the neurobiology of ADHD (additu.de/what-is-adhd).

ADHD was the first disorder found to be the result of a deficiency of a specific neu-
rotransmitter — in this case, norepinephrine — and the first disorder found to respond 
to medications to correct this deficiency. Like all neurotransmitters, norepinephrine is 
synthesized within the brain. The basic building block of each norepinephrine molecule 
is dopa. Dopa converts into dopamine, which, in turn, converts into norepinephrine.

While dopamine is responsible for motivation, positive reinforcement, and pleasure for 
all brains, dopamine-increasing behaviors are even more gratifying for ADHD brains, 
which have dopamine deficits. What that means is that ADHD seems to involve impaired 
neurotransmitter activity in four functional regions of the brain:

•  Frontal cortex. This region orchestrates high-level functioning, such as maintaining 
attention, organization, and executive function (additu.de/7efd). A deficiency of 
norepinephrine within the frontal cortex might cause inattention, problems with 
organization, and/or impaired executive functioning.

•  Limbic system. This region, located deeper in the brain, regulates our emotions. A 
deficiency in the limbic system could result in restlessness, inattention, or emotional 
volatility.

•  Basal ganglia. Basal ganglia are neural circuits that regulate communication within 
the brain. Information from all brain regions enters the basal ganglia and is then 
relayed to the correct sites in the brain. A deficiency in the basal ganglia can cause 
information to “short-circuit,” resulting in inattention or impulsivity.

•  Reticular activating system (RAS). This is the major relay system among the many 
pathways that enter and leave the brain. A deficiency in the RAS can cause inatten-
tion, impulsivity, or hyperactivity.

Chapter 1: 
Why Are ADHD Brains Prone to Clutter?

http://additu.de/what-is-adhd
https://www.additudemag.com/7-executive-function-deficits-linked-to-adhd/
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These four regions interact with one another, so a deficiency in one region may cause a 
problem in one or more of the other regions. Basically, ADHD may be the result of prob-
lems in one or more of these regions, which operate like a busy traffic intersection. But this 
is no ordinary busy traffic intersection — ADHD brains follow their own set of road rules. 

ADHD and the Prefrontal Cortex
At the center of the intersection model, introduced by Alison Kravit, Psy.D, is the pre-
frontal cortex (PFC), which is responsible for thinking, thought analysis, and regulating 
behavior. This includes mediating conflicting thoughts, making choices between right 
and wrong, and predicting the probable outcomes of actions or events. This vital region of 
the brain also regulates short-term and long-term decision-making. In addition, the PFC 
helps to focus thoughts, enabling people to pay attention, learn, and concentrate on goals.

For people with ADHD, the PFC is unregulated; there are no traffic lights or stop signs 
controlling which message (car) gets through first. They will likely react to whatever is 
currently in focus — the faster or louder car, not necessarily the one that’s been waiting 
longest or desperately needs to pass. 

ADHD and Fickle Focus
This unregulated intersection may explain why your attention wanders. The ADHD brain 
needs higher stimulation in order to complete a rote task with minimal payoff. Your ADHD 
brain says, “That task is way too boring, and I can’t focus on it. Find something that inter-
ests me more, which offers me a bigger dopamine reward, and I’ll work with you.” 

For example, say you’re in the kitchen cleaning up and find something that belongs up-
stairs. You take it toward the stairs but get distracted along the way by the unfolded laun-
dry you see in the living room. You may think, “I forgot to do that,” and start folding the 
laundry, forgetting that you were heading upstairs (and cleaning the kitchen before that).

It’s difficult to compel a disengaged brain to engage by force of will. In fact, much of the 
treatment for ADHD involves learning to psych out the brain so that it will attend to nec-
essary, low-stimulation tasks.

CHAPTER 1: WHY ARE ADHD BRAINS PRONE TO CLUTTER?
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ADHD and Time Management
Judgment runs through the PFC, as well. You make a judgment call when you say, “That’ll 
take me five minutes to finish.” “I’ll be there in a half hour” is a judgment call, too. We 
can’t see time or feel it, and understanding and conceptualizing time isn’t as strong a mes-
sage in the ADHD brain as the emotion behind a looming deadline or an unfinished task.

A person with ADHD might freak out about a deadline, saying, “Don’t talk to me, I have 
all these things to do and no time to do them!” Or the person thinks, “This task is going 
to take forever,” and then uses that as a reason to procrastinate, even though the task 
would take, maybe, 10 minutes to do. In this case, the fastest car at the intersection is the 
emotion behind the judgment of how long it will take to meet the deadline.

ADHD brains are not making conscious choices to ignore external demands, although it 
may appear that way. Instead, internal motivations are intrinsically more meaningful to 
their brains and, as a result, more dopamine becomes available. Concerns about time or 
consequences are dwarfed by the pursuit of pleasurable reinforcement.

ADHD and Emotional Regulation
Emotions (and quick mood changes) drive through the PFC intersection, too. Impulsive 
anger (or sadness, or excitement, or worry) may seem to come from nowhere, when actu-
ally the emotion is a quick reaction to a recent event that is dominating the person’s focus 
at that moment.

Think back to the busy intersection model. In the ADHD brain (additu.de/adhdbrain), 
whichever emotion is in focus at the moment becomes the faster car. This is why those 
with ADHD express emotions more intensely than may be justified for a given situation. 
In females with ADHD, this emotionality is often misdiagnosed as a mood disorder.

ADHD and Behavior/Impulsivity
Adults with ADHD may cling to a strategy after it’s proven ineffective, and rush through 
tasks, making errors in haste. This mindset leads to negative feedback from the world 
around them, interpersonal difficulties, and job or school troubles. Such inflexibility and 
impulsivity have a cumulative demoralizing and isolating effect.

CHAPTER 1: WHY ARE ADHD BRAINS PRONE TO CLUTTER?

http://additu.de/adhdbrain
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In response, the individual with ADHD develops a mindset that focuses on negatives, 
which exacerbates the situation. When we say, “Nothing is getting better, so it’s pointless 
to try” it can lead us to stop trying because we perceive the situation as something that 
will only end in failure.

ADHD and Executive Functions
People with ADHD lack ordination skills — planning and doing parts of a task in order. 
Tasks in the neurotypical world have a beginning, middle, and end. Individuals with ADHD 
don’t know where or how to start, since they can’t find the beginning. They may launch 
into the middle of a task and work in all directions at once. Organization then becomes an 
unsustainable task because organizational systems work on linearity, importance, and time.

This is partially due to poor working memory — one of the seven core executive func-
tions impacted by ADHD. Working memory (additu.de/mem) is the ability to have data 
available in one’s mind and the ability to manipulate that data to come up with an an-
swer or a plan of action. The mind of a person with ADHD is full of the minutiae of life 
(“Where are my keys?” “Where did I park the car?”), so there is little room left for new 
thoughts and memories. Something must be discarded or forgotten to make room for 
new information. Often the information individuals with ADHD need is in their memory 
— somewhere. It is just not available on demand.

This Is Why We Externalize Information in Physical Piles
Executive function is so taxing, in part, because it comprises seven distinct brain activi-
ties — two of which are verbal working memory and non-verbal working memory (which 
hinges on visual and spatial acumen). 

Both working memory types influence the amount of effort and type of actions required 
to modify what our brains would do automatically. The stronger your working memory, 
the less work your brain must take on with each new challenge.

“The importance of working memory is growing within the study of ADHD,” says Russell 
Barkley, Ph.D., author of Executive Functions: What They Are, How They Work, and Why 
They Evolved. He calls working memory your brain’s GPS — an essential system that guides 
and directs actions, and which is commonly weak in people with ADHD. Dr. Barkley 
explained this GPS theory in depth in a joint Attention Talk Radio podcast presentation 

CHAPTER 1: WHY ARE ADHD BRAINS PRONE TO CLUTTER?

http://additu.de/mem
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with ADHD coach Jeff Copper. During their talk, Barkley and Copper shared strategies for 
offloading working memory stresses in the ADHD brain.

Like a GPS booting up for a new voyage, the brain begins any new task by referring to its 
maps — those sensory images logged and stored in non-verbal working memory. Next it 
focuses on its instructions, the verbal commands and “inner voice” stored in verbal work-
ing memory. The visual images of the non-verbal working memory help the brain to act, 
and the verbal working memory becomes its guidance system.

When a brain is storing and synthesizing both types of working memory effectively, 
it begins to work a lot like Waze or Google Maps — determining the relevance of new 
information as it arrives and altering the plan in real time to get us to our destination 
better or faster. It becomes a more powerful tool for self-regulation, for goal-setting, and 
for working around obstacles in our paths. But to an already overwhelmed brain, all of 
this working memory can be a lot to process. Because of that, Barkley recommends using 
a strategy called “externalizing” that gets the information out of the brain and into an 
external environment by transforming both the sensory and the verbal working memory 
into a physical manifestation. This helps the brain to become less taxed.

Why ADHD Brains Need to Address Clutter
People with ADHD are often mystified and frustrated by their brains, namely their inter-
mittent ability to be super-focused when interested, and challenged and unable to start 
and sustain projects that are personally boring. 

When the ADHD brain has a choice between organizing stuff or engaging in a high-do-
pamine-producing activity, such as scrolling social media, most likely the latter will win. 
ADHD brains struggle to sustain motivation when rewards are mild or are linked to long-
term gratification. As a result, ADHD brains search for stimulation that can increase dopa-
mine more quickly and intensely than monotonous tasks like decluttering or organizing.

When the sheer physical and emotional space consumed by clutter becomes unman-
ageable, it can get in the way of relationships, work, and our physical and mental health. 
Those who are organizationally challenged spend hours — days, even — trying to get 
things neat. We lose quality time with our kids or a night on the town. Or we take one 
look at a cluttered space and become too paralyzed with overwhelm to know where to 
begin, which may lead to feelings of depression or worthlessness. 

CHAPTER 1: WHY ARE ADHD BRAINS PRONE TO CLUTTER?
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Clutter also adds stress to our homes, budgets, and relationships. Family, friends, and 
co-workers may make judgments about our clutter and berate us for it. “Neatniks” may 
assume that we are lazy or disorganized, when neither is necessarily true. Each time we’re 
criticized, we believe that there’s something wrong with us, which perpetuates a cycle of 
negative self-talk and a “why bother” attitude. Clutter chaos ensues. Out-of-control piles 
of stuff may reach the tipping point, impacting the safety, function, and cleanliness of our 
homes and workspaces. 

Messy and Dysfunctional
How do you know whether you are in control of your clutter? ADHD expert and ADDitude 
contributor Sandy Maynard, M.S., suggests asking yourself, “Am I wasting time looking 
for what I need?” and “Am I being pulled off task — and accomplishing little — because of 
clutter?” If you answer no, you may have a mess that works for you.

Chances are, ADHD adults do recognize the signs that their messes are controlling them. 
Here are seven obvious ones:

1 .  You have to purchase items to replace those that you can no longer find.

2 .  You spend time looking for things that you use routinely.

3 .  Your spouse or a disgruntled coworker complains about your mess creeping into 
their space.

4 .  The mess on your desk becomes a distraction in itself.

5 .  Your boss tells you to clean up your cubicle. Most bosses will not intervene unless 
your disorganization is seriously affecting your performance.

6 .  Items are not in the right room — dishes in the bedroom, toothbrush in the living 
room, bedroom slippers in the garage, hairbrush in the kitchen, hiking equipment 
in the dining room.

7 .  A stack of papers becomes so tall that it falls over, or you find yourself stepping 
over things to move through a room.

If you’ve been called a “messy” person your whole life and can’t even look at your dis-
organized house without feeling the familiar twinge of shame, it’s going to be hard to 
get started. But shame is not a solution, and it won’t help you tackle your mess or live a 

CHAPTER 1: WHY ARE ADHD BRAINS PRONE TO CLUTTER?
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happier, more confident life, says Beth Main, an ADDitude contributor and founder of 
ADHDSolutions.net. 

“This is not something you chose, nor is it a character defect. ADHD is neurobiological, 
which means it’s a brain chemistry issue,” Main says. “So, start by removing the judgment.”

She recommends six strategies for feeling less ashamed about your mess:

•  Put things into perspective. Your brain is wired for chaos, not organization. 
Blaming yourself for your executive functioning challenges is like blaming a dog for 
chasing a cat. It’s how you are programmed.

•  Stop perpetuating shame (additu.de/noshame). Challenge it in yourself and others. 
Are you shaming yourself by continuing to replay those tapes from your childhood? Be 
kind with your self-talk. When others try to shame you, set them straight.

•  Don’t attach deeper meaning to your messiness. When we’re criticized about 
something for years, we believe that there’s something wrong with us — that we’re 
undesirable, unlovable, unwanted. Challenge these thoughts. What good things 
have people said to you? What do you know to be good about yourself? Dig deep to 
get in touch with your highest and best self. Counseling might be needed, particu-
larly if the negative beliefs are firmly entrenched.

•  Tap on it. Emotional Freedom Techniques, also known as tapping (additu.de/tap), 
use the body’s energy system to release powerful negative emotions, such as shame. 
You tap on 12 of the body’s meridian points while focusing on the feeling you’d like 
to neutralize.

•  Think about your talents. Not everyone has talent in math or languages, or in 
being neat. But everyone has talent in something. What’s yours? Think about this 
instead of your weaknesses when you start feeling down on yourself. Think about 
what you do well now, and what you did well as a child that perhaps wasn’t noticed.

•  Recognize that organization can be a talent, a skill, or both. Some people are 
naturally organized. For others, it is a learned skill. Your natural tendency may be 
to focus on things other than neatness. 

The good news is that change begins with awareness. You’re already aware that you’re not 
as organized as you would like, so now you can begin to change things.

CHAPTER 1: WHY ARE ADHD BRAINS PRONE TO CLUTTER?
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How to Work with (Not Against) Your ADHD Brain
So, how can you start getting organized in a way that will benefit you in the long run and 
maybe even bring some happiness and a sense of accomplishment? Lisa Woodruff, ADDitude 
contributor and founder of Organize 365, shares her ideas. 

Rule 1: Follow Your Energy
There is no perfect mood-boosting organizational project. What I usually say is this:  
Follow your energy.

If your bathroom drawers have been driving you crazy, start there. If you just want to go 
through your closet with the beginning of a new season, start there. If you have time right 
now to tackle that easy-to-put-off storage room project, start there. Do the projects that 
you want to do that let you use your gross-motor skills (more on this in Rule 2 below).

Wherever your organizing energy is highest, that is where you should start, because 
chances are greater you’ll be able to sustain your energy longer and achieve visible results. 
You’re doing something you’re excited about. You’re eager to see the results. You’ll keep 
going when it gets boring.

Whatever project you choose, make it small and manageable, with a clear beginning and 
end. Do one project a day. Move from one small project to the next small project each day 
so that you feel a sense of accomplishment, which in turns fuels more motivation to keep 
going. This approach also keeps your house from getting more cluttered in the process.

Rule 2: Think Big
Generally, the best types of organization projects are ones that require larger gross-motor 
skills. Projects like cleaning the garage, organizing the storage room, or cleaning out your 
closet will give you a physical sense of well-being, as well as a final organizing result that 
you can see and appreciate. Large gross-motor activities, like physically moving a bunch 
of stuff, reduces the amount of adrenaline and cortisol in your body, giving you both a 
physical and mental organizing boost that will, in turn, elevate your mood.

Smaller tasks — like organizing individual papers, photos, or your craft room — are 
typical places to start because they seem less daunting. But because these projects require 
much more detailed, fine-motor organizing skills, and don’t offer that physical release of 

CHAPTER 1: WHY ARE ADHD BRAINS PRONE TO CLUTTER?
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accomplishment that you get when organizing a larger space, I recommend going after 
the bigger projects instead.

For those people living in small apartments or smaller homes, the biggest benefit may 
come from keeping common spaces organized — and keeping the peace with your family 
or roommates. 

Rule 3: Get Family Involved
Tackle those aforementioned large projects with the whole family, assuming everyone can 
pitch in and help.

Rule 4: Know the Difference Between Decluttering and Organizing
I’ve spent years fine-tuning the process of decluttering and organizing. Both tasks can 
give you that immediate sense of “I accomplished something,” “This is great,” or “I feel 
physically better now that I’ve done that!” But there’s an important difference between 
decluttering and organizing.

Organizing: When you organize — not just clean or declutter — the area stays organized  
for more than just a week, a month, or a few months.

Decluttering: Gives you an immediate sense of release and/or accomplishment, but it has 
to be done over and over and over again.

For example, if the front hallway is constantly a mess with coats, book bags, and shoes, 
installing hooks for the coats and a cubby or some sort of small shelving for book bags 
and shoes permanently solves the root issue. Clearing the accumulated clutter to another 
location does not.

When you really get to the root issue of why the space is getting cluttered over and over 
again, and then fix that issue with organizing, then the problem is solved for good!

CHAPTER 1: WHY ARE ADHD BRAINS PRONE TO CLUTTER?
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Four Projects That Engage the ADHD Brain

The Kitchen Pantry

•  Take out all the food.

•  Check for expiration dates; trash expired foods.

•  Plan and make fun dinners using the ingredients that you have.

•  Make a list of what is left; plan future meals around those ingredients; add whatever 
else you need to the next grocery list.

•  Return remaining ingredients to the pantry or cabinet sorted by meal and by family 
member (if there are special food issues) so you use them up faster.

Bedroom Dressers

•  Empty one dresser drawer.

•  Get rid of anything you don’t use or don’t want, or that’s worn out or doesn’t fit.

•  Fold the remaining clothes and put them back in the drawer.

•  Donate the items you’re not keeping.

Front-Hall Closets

•  Take out all the coats.

•  Decide what to keep.

•  Clean out the top shelf and the bottom floor, too.

•  Donate what you’re not keeping.

Bonus Area! Bathroom Vanity

•  Take out all the samples you’ve collected, all the new products you have bought.

•  Try on the makeup you have not used before and decide whether to keep it.

•  Decide if you want to change your makeup or hygiene routines going forward.

•  Then get rid of everything you will not use (TIP: Homeless shelters will often accept 
unused toiletries).

CHAPTER 1: WHY ARE ADHD BRAINS PRONE TO CLUTTER?
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The Clutter Paradox: How Can I Clean When I Don’t Notice the Mess?

Clutter is a constant in my life, as anyone who lives near ADHD will understand. I 
leave a trail of debris behind me that rivals that of my four-year-old. Between the 
two of us, my wife fights a losing battle to keep the house clean. She asks, “Doesn’t 
it bug you to live like this?” My answer: “Like what?” I have finally convinced her 
that I just don’t see clutter. I see a house. I can only imagine what my wife sees, some 
sort of post-apocalyptic wasteland, if her reactions are anything to go by.

I Am a Clutter Machine
The small victory of getting her to understand that my capacity to generate clutter is 
part of who I am now runs up against my commitment to never allow my ADHD to 
be an excuse for anything. When I made this commitment, I was thinking of things 
like doing well in school, getting and keeping a job. But the time has come for me 
to apply it to the smaller things as well. Rather than asking her to live this way, I 
want to reward her patience with me by making a better effort to contain the clutter.
It sounds great, but the question is how? It’s easy to clean the house. Well, not always 
easy, given the state into which our house sometimes degenerates. But it’s simple 
enough. What is more difficult, for me, is to create a system in which my blindness 
to clutter does not handicap my ability to do my share. The cluttered environment 
of our house, as I write this, drives home the point that this is an ongoing process.

Out of Mind, Out of Hand
The obvious solution is to generate less clutter. After all, I am often asked, how hard 
is it to carry a dish into the kitchen and put it in the sink? It’s very hard. Along with 
“out of sight, out of mind,” the saying that sums up my experience may be, “out of 
mind, out of hand.” The second I am done with something, it ceases to exist. This 
leads to the daily ritual of searching for my keys and other things. I often have to 
retrace my steps, and my thoughts, to determine exactly when I needed my hand 
for something else, and dropped the keys or whatever on the closest surface. Like-
wise, a dish, a wrapper, a book, an article of clothing, and anything else I touch is 
likely to be discarded without a thought the moment it ceases to hold my attention.
The solution is to find something to help me keep clutter and cleanliness at the 
front of my mind. At this point, it comes back to not allowing ADHD to be an ex-
cuse. I’ve resisted applying my vow to something as small as hanging the towel back 
up. But it’s not just the towel. It’s my ability to contribute as my wife has asked me 
to. And what could be more important than that? 
— By Jeffry M. Cox, ADDitude contributor, and Ph.D., candidate in Latin American 
history who was diagnosed with ADHD at age 11.
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ADDitude Readers Share the Organizational Tools That 
Actually Work — and the Ones That Don’t

Getting organized has never seemed so easy. We are bombarded with tools and apps that 
claim to simplify life and solve clutter woes, but it turns out ADHD organization needs 
and tools are not one-size-fits-all. Here, ADDitude readers share their most fruitful orga-
nizing purchases, as well as the not-so-useful ones.

ADHD Organization Tools You Love
“I bought clear containers from the dollar store for classroom supplies. It saves me time 
because I can see what’s in each box. At home, I hang my work clothes but keep the rest 
on open shelving. I wound up buying duplicates or near-duplicates when I kept my 
clothes in dressers because I forgot what was in my drawers.” — An ADDitude Reader

“I use a lined coil notebook as a bullet journal and it works great! I brain dump the tasks 
in my head, assign them, and actually get things done! I don’t often buy gadgets or ser-
vices.” — Glenda

“The Planner Pad (additu.de/pad) has become a huge part of daily, weekly, and monthly 
planning for me. Every Sunday, I add the week’s meetings, workshops, and other appoint-
ments. I enter my to-do items at the top, how I’ll tackle them in the next section, and 
finally a dedicated time in the bottom section.”  
— Linda

“I bought The Minimalist Home, by Joshua Becker, as well as his online program. I’ve only 
just begun reading the book and I haven’t logged into the program at all, so I’m already 
behind and feel bad. I buy new gadgets, books, or online programs about every three to 
six months, but I lack the self-discipline to keep at it.” — An ADDitude Reader

“I recently bought folders, inclined file sorters, and storage boxes for hanging files. I am 
working on my Ph.D., and my desk was a disaster. I keep the things I am actively working 
on in the file sorters on my desk. Everything else goes into the storage containers. It is so 
much easier to search through than piles on my desk.”— An ADDitude Reader

“I bought clear organizing containers for my pantry and my teas. My partner and I need 
everything to be SEEN. When everything has a place, I don’t have to rely on my memory 
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to help me figure out where things are. I buy a lot of organizational gadgets because I’m 
messy, but it stresses me out.” — Mabel

“I put all of my makeup together in a basket. If I had a makeup container with all those 
fancy dividers, I would never put the makeup back where it belongs. By having one 
basket, I can toss it all in there, and it’s always where it belongs. Organizing systems don’t 
work for me because they generally require you to subcategorize, but that’s too many 
steps for me.” — Stephanie

“I got a few different colored wallets and wallet chains. They allow me to separate my bus 
pass, ID, change, and other items I use frequently and attach them to my belt. That way I 
can’t leave them anywhere and don’t have to waste time looking.” — An ADDitude Reader

“I bought inexpensive, over-the-toilet shelves that have helped me organize things I need 
in the bathroom. They look nice on display and keep my counter space uncluttered. And 
they are transparent, so I don’t forget where things are.” — An ADDitude Reader

“I’m now tasked with my mother’s financial affairs in addition to my own. To help man-
age this, I bought three-inch binders with slip sheets. So far, it seems like this is a better 
way for me to organize our paperwork.” — An ADDitude Reader

“I bought storage bins for my garage. I labeled them with their contents and stored sim-
ilar items in each bin. I regularly buy organization tools when something changes in my 
life or when I realize the system I put in place no longer works.” — Amanda

“The last organizational products I purchased were food storage and shelving for my 
refrigerator and pantry. They allow my ADHD brain to quickly pinpoint availability and 
arrange healthier items for better access.” — An ADDitude Reader

ADHD Organization Tools You Ditched
“I bought the Define My Day pad for keeping track of daily tasks. It seems like it would be 
useful if I actually had the motivation to use it. I recorded what I wanted to accomplish 
the first day I got it (about a month ago) and haven’t looked at it since. I buy new ADHD 
organization tools every three months or so.” — An ADDitude Reader

“I have a bunch of different divider boxes and cases, which remain empty, while my living 
space is closer to resembling the aftermath of a cyclone.” — Russ

CHAPTER 1: WHY ARE ADHD BRAINS PRONE TO CLUTTER?
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“My husband made shelving in the basement to organize my seasonal décor, but he’s frus-
trated because I have yet to organize anything! I dig in one box to get started, but quickly 
get bored. I wish I could afford a professional organizer. I do believe that, once I have a 
system, I could stay more organized.” — Linda

“I bought a diary to help me stay on a healthy meal plan and maintain better household 
organization. It lasted two days. I’m not even sure where it is now…. I buy organizational 
gadgets frequently but nothing has stuck .” — An ADDitude Reader

“I have purchased seemingly every organizational product available, from ELFA closets at 
The Container Store to plastic boxes at the 99-Cent store. I tend to do better with things 
that are transparent, so I can see what is inside. I am always keen to try whatever is adver-
tised because I remain hopeful the next thing will ‘do the trick,’ and I will effortlessly be 
organized .” — Leslie

“It is the system more than the item that makes the difference. Because organization has 
always seemed like this mysterious, unattainable thing, I believed for a long time that it 
had to be a complex monster. But simple is better and easier to maintain in the long term 
— particularly for our chaotic brains.” — An ADDitude Reader

The tips and strategies in this chapter came from the following ADDitude contributors: 
Steph Alexander; Jeffry M. Cox; William Dodson, M.D., LF-APA; Alison Kravit, Psy.D., AAC; 
Ellen Littman, Ph.D.; Beth Main; Sandy Maynard, M.S.; Susan C. Pinsky; Larry Silver, M.D.; and 
Lisa Woodruff. 
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You may have heard this advice: “The less we own, the easier everything is to maintain.” 
“Organizing is all about maintenance.” “No organizational system works if we don’t put 
stuff away.” “Fewer things to put away, along with well-organized storage spaces, make the 
task of organizing doable.” 

Here’s the thing: Neurotypical decluttering advice doesn’t work for adults with ADHD. 
We find it hard to concentrate on one task, such as folding laundry or filing papers, to 
completion. We feel like a failure if we discard unused craft supplies purchased with the 
intent to create a Pinterest-worthy baby scrapbook (even if that baby is now in college). 
We feel guilt when donating or discarding items once owned by the dearly departed, un-
wanted gifts, memorabilia from our children or our own childhood. We know that purg-
ing items will improve our lives, but still struggle to overcome our self-imposed hurdles.

“We need to shift the way we think about our stuff and how we organize,” says Leslie 
Josel, an ADHD-academic and parenting coach and founder of Order Out of Chaos. Josel 
suggests keeping the following guiding principles in mind when you begin organizing any 
room or space.

Everything needs a home. Knowing where everything lives (or is going to live) in your 
home is the first step. Once you define those spaces, label them clearly. Visual reminders 
help us remember what we have and where it goes.

Define boundaries. Determine how much space you will allow stuff to occupy in each 
room. Start by asking yourself if you have room for everything you want to keep. For this 
process to truly work, you need to start at the end and not at the beginning. Meaning, you 
need to determine how much space you have for furniture, kitchenware, books, pictures, 
clothing, papers, sentimental items, and belongings of everyone who lives in the home.

Chapter 2: 
Home Organization by Room
How to declutter your home office, kitchen, craft room,  
and bedroom
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Let’s say in addition to storing your clothing in your bedroom closet you also decide to 
use a second closet in your craft room. Mark that closet “used” so you have a clearer pic-
ture of how much space you truly have for the rest of your things.

Categorize your stuff. Once you truly know how much space you have, assign a specific 
amount of space to each category of stuff. For example, in addition to the kitchen, you 
might dedicate two shelves in the garage or a basement corner for kitchen overflow items. 
In other words, first you choose how much space to devote to specific categories, and 
then you decide what goes there.

Gather the troops. Enlisting your children, partner or spouse, roommates — anyone who 
shares a living space with you — in the process can make all the difference. The same rules 
apply to them. Determine how much space to devote to their stuff and them decide what 
goes there. In doing so, you are helping them build critical decision-making skills. Everyone 
will feel more in control of their stuff, and you will feel more in control of the clutter.

Use the “Triple S” system to set daily goals. If you try to tackle a decluttering project in 
one day, you’ll end up overwhelmed and frustrated. Setting a short, simple, and specific 
goal each day works better. “Thursday night I’m going to tackle the craft room closet.” Or, 
“Sunday morning I’m going to sort through my files and papers.” In other words, break 
down your tasks so you feel less overwhelmed and more in control.

Just remember that organizing creates more mess before it gets better, so it is wise to hold 
off on starting that next step if there’s a chance you’ll run out of energy or time halfway 
through.

How to Declutter with an ADHD Brain: Organization 
Solutions for Real Life
If your closet or pantry is bursting with unnecessary, unhelpful stuff, then you likely 
know how clutter can spark overwhelm, stress, guilt, and even shame. Learn how to stay 
organized and declutter with these ADHD-tested tips and solutions that actually work. 

Here, Linda Roggli, PCC, ADDitude contributor and founder of the A-D-Diva Network 
for women with ADHD, shares seven decluttering strategies that work for ADHD minds 
— and homes.

CHAPTER 2: HOME ORGANIZATION BY ROOM
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Decluttering Tip #1: Don’t Buy Stuff
Shopping acts as self-medication for ADHD brains; impulsive or big purchases can 
cause a dopamine rush. Before clicking ‘Buy,’ be honest about your finances by asking 
yourself: Is this purchase realistic for my budget? Am I pretending that it will be “alright 
just this once”? Leave the item in your shopping cart for several days, and then reassess 
whether the desire to purchase remains high over time.

Ask Yourself:
•  Do I over-shop (even sales or thrift shops)?

•  What are the real reasons I over-shop? Is it impulsivity? Do I need something new 
to “feel alive”?

•  Could I better organize my stuff to find the things I already own? 

•  Could I see a therapist to deal with “deserve it” issues?

Decluttering Tip #2: Heed the 80/20 Rule
Follow the 80/20 rule, or the “Pareto Principle,” which says that 80% of the time we use 20% of 
what is stored in our files, closets, or drawers. The more stuff we keep in storage, the less it will 
be used (or even seen!). When weeding out those items that never get used, try not to spend 
too much time holding the objects; we “own” things by touching them, so the longer you 
spend in physical contact with an otherwise forgotten item, the more likely you are to keep it.

Ask Yourself:
•  What stops me from getting rid of stuff? ADHD minds are famous for repeating 

unhelpful stories like “I will give this to my children” or “I might need this some-
day.” What works of fiction am I repeating?

•  What is one thing I can do to clear out the stuff I don’t need, want, or use? Can I 
make one step forward?

•  Where (or to whom) will I donate, sell, or give away/recycle stuff that is still usable 
but not part of my future?

•  How will I better organize the things I’m keeping? Invest in the right kind of stor-
age. That might mean a laundry hamper, rolling drawers, or paper dividers.

CHAPTER 2: HOME ORGANIZATION BY ROOM
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Decluttering Tip #3: Think Once
Think once, and then let it go. Ask yourself these quick questions to avoid getting stuck 
trying to create yet another organizing system:

•  How often will I use this?

•  Where will I use this?

•  What will I use this for?

Consider recruiting a professional organizer (additu.de/proforg), non-judgmental friend, 
online organizing group, or a coach to guide you through this process.

Ask Yourself:
•  What is one particularly “tangled knot” that most needs a think-once solution?

•  Solving which problem would most reduce my tension or frustration?

•  How can I accept help without surrendering my own position?

Decluttering Tip #4: Compartmentalize
Don’t purchase any new containers until you have first decluttered and removed unneed-
ed items from your life. Then consider using creative “corrals” rather than buying new 
solutions: Office storage bins can double as holders for personal items like glasses, an 
empty makeup compartment can hold medication, old milk crates are perfect for winter 
boots.

Ask Yourself:
•  What stuff is running loose that needs to be compartmentalized?

•  What containers do I have (or need) to corral those rascals?

•  How can I make the system “mess proof ”?

Decluttering Tip #5: Label Everything
A “label gun” is a helpful addition in any ADHD household. Put labels on pantries, in 
drawers, outside of drawers. Labels can title objects and also provide directions.

CHAPTER 2: HOME ORGANIZATION BY ROOM
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Next Steps:
•  Ask yourself, What do I consistently lose or have to spend time figuring out over 

and over (e.g., which charger goes with each device)?

•  Set a date to a) buy a labeler b) Find the one you already bought or c) ask for help to 
get started.

Decluttering Tip #6: Center Your Organization System Around Your ADHD
Mold your organization solutions to you. Think functional, not fancy or fantasy. And 
convenience is key. Remember these universal rules for ADHD brains:

1.  Files are piles turned sideways.

2.  Write it down before you forget.

3.  Automate everything possible.

Ask Yourself:
•  Which ADHD ideas that already work for me can be used to get organized?

•  What can I automate to make life easier? (e.g., packing lists, appointments, Rx  
refills, recurring purchases, birthdays)

Decluttering Tip #7: Return Everything to Its Home
It takes more time to find stuff than it does to put it away. Individuals without ADHD 
spend roughly 23 weeks of their lives trying to find items; adults with ADHD spend two 
times that amount.

Ask Yourself:
•  What stops me from putting away the things I use or pull out?

•  What destroys my good intentions? (e.g., busy, bored, don’t remember new system)

The best approach to decluttering your home is to adopt a beginner’s mindset. Getting 
organized takes time when it’s done right, and the work will be slow going at first. Expect 
breakdowns along the way. Embracing your ADHD brain means cutting yourself some 
slack when you get emotional or frustrated.

CHAPTER 2: HOME ORGANIZATION BY ROOM
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How to Organize Your Home Office
Within the last few years, many adults with ADHD (and without) have started to work from 
home — some for the first time ever. The perks of working remotely (wearing sweats, after-
noon walks with a pet, and no commute) are a welcome change from drab cubicles, buzzing 
fluorescent lights, and constant interruptions from co-workers looking to gossip. 

But for individuals with ADHD, working from home can lead to disorganized chaos, es-
pecially if you like sprawling your work out in front of you. For a primarily visual learner, 
being able to see everything at the same time helps you focus on your work. It also leads 
to piles upon piles of clutter.

First, Control Your Sprawl
“Sprawling may be fine if you live alone, but for the sprawler who shares living space with 
a non-sprawler, this style of working may cause conflicts,” says Sandy Maynard, M.S. Here 
are Maynard’s recommendations for avoiding conflicts over a home office space.

First, classify areas in your home by the following categories:
•  Sprawl space: Off-limits to the non-sprawler

•  Non-sprawl space: Off-limits to the sprawler

•  Shared space: Sprawler can work here but must straighten up between sprawl sessions

Once you’re clear on where you can and cannot sprawl to your heart’s content, consider 
these ways to maximize your sprawl space, and sprawl and un-sprawl quickly and easily.

Sprawl Space Setup
If you can take over an entire corner of a room, consider purchasing an L-shaped desk. 
These come in all configurations — with or without file cabinets, supply drawers, and 
extensions to add space to either side. Place your computer screen in the corner. Then, if 
you’re right-handed, use the right side of the desk for items that you need within reach at 
all times, such as your phone and inbox. Sprawl away on the left side of the desk.

If possible, use a retractable keyboard tray. This leaves you with more desk space.

CHAPTER 2: HOME ORGANIZATION BY ROOM
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Install shelving to get as many things off your workspace as possible. You can do this by 
storing “project baskets” on 12-inch-wide wall shelves. Mount narrower shelves below for 
items that you use often, but don’t want to sacrifice desk space to, such as a stapler, tape 
dispenser, etc.

Use desks/work tables with adjustable legs. Make use of this feature to double your surface 
area. Attach gliders to the feet of a card table. Then raise the desktop high enough to slide the 
table underneath. Simply pull the table out when you need more surface area.

Commandeer the closet closest to your sprawl space. Use this space for storing an extra 
pullout table or your larger project containers.

When you have enough room, it’s easy to designate adequate “off-limits” sprawl space. If 
you’re dealing with space limitations, it may mean that you work in shared areas, where 
the aftermath of your sprawl is not appreciated. This doesn’t mean that you can’t sprawl, 
just that you must learn to leave no trace of your sprawl behind.

Sprawling need not be an activity that you have to give up to keep peace in the family. Yes, 
there will be times when you get interrupted and the sprawl gets left where it is. But if you 
have a plan to put it away in under two minutes (OK, some “super” sprawls may take five), 
no problem — you can do it while your tea is microwaving or your coffee is brewing!

Second, Declutter Your Workspace
Desktops, in particular, have the potential to become an all-in-one space to pile files, 
office supplies, computer cables and chargers, snacks and beverages, and more. When 
your desk becomes so messy that it distracts and impedes you, it’s time to make a change. 
Transforming the desk will transform the entire home office. Use this 10-step plan, cre-
ated by Anne Busse, a professional organizer for adults with ADHD and owner of All in 
Order, to quickly declutter.

Step 1: Quickly sort clutter into four categories: Keep, Trash/Recycle, Shred, and Belongs 
Elsewhere. Grab three cardboard banker boxes or plastic bins (Keep, Shred, Belongs Else-
where) and two trash bags (Trash and Recycle). Trash/Recycle and Shred should be your 
biggest piles. 

Take 30 minutes to do a quick sort. Everything, except trash, will be re-sorted, so make 
decisions quickly. This step enables adults with ADHD to break through the obstacle of 
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not knowing where to start and the fear of throwing away valuable items. You can always 
decide later if you want to transfer items to a different category (from Belongs Elsewhere, 
for example, to Keep). If you can’t maintain your focus for 30 minutes, set a timer for 
10-minute work periods. Take a short break after each period.

Step 2: Do a detailed sort of the items in the Keep box. 

Step 3: Start with an easy task, to avoid getting overwhelmed. For example, can you find a 
home for some items from the Keep box? Place books on the bookshelf and then scan the 
bookshelf to make sure you see books, not other objects cluttering the shelves. 

Place office supplies in desk drawers. Desk drawers are tricky for adults with ADHD, who 
have “out of sight, out of mind” syndrome. The key is to store a stable of supplies, of the 
same general type, in a single drawer. If possible, put often-used office supplies in the top 
drawers, and less frequently used computer accessories in the bottom drawer.

Step 4: Store infrequently used electronic equipment, such as an extra mouse, cables, USB 
hub, and battery charger, in an old inbox and move it to a nearby office closet or base-
ment. Purchase or use a letter holder as an inbox (see Step 9).

Step 5: File papers in a file organization kit like the FreedomFiler system. This all-in-one 
filing system eliminates the need to go through piles of paper to decide what to keep and 
what to throw away. The color-coded FreedomFiler lets you know when you can get rid of 
a document or when to move it to another category. You set up the files once — no need 
to relabel them each year.

Step 6: Shred items in the Shred box. Do it now — don’t procrastinate and wait until to-
morrow!

Step 7: Address the Trash/Recycle mess. If adults with ADHD don’t discard the trash and 
recycle items immediately, they will sit for weeks.

Step 8: Relocate items from the Belongs Elsewhere box to other rooms. You might find 
yourself throwing away more things as you try to find a home for everything that has 
accumulated on your desk. 

Step 9: Set up a new inbox. Create a system to prevent paper piles. For example, you 
could use a stepped desktop organizer with slots for incoming mail, receipts, and papers.

CHAPTER 2: HOME ORGANIZATION BY ROOM
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Step 10: Develop new routines. Open your mail every day and file it in the appropriate 
“inbox” file or in the file organization kit. Then empty your inbox weekly. Before leaving 
the office at night, clear off your desktop and put things away. Hang up a message board 
in the office where important notes and a copy of daily routines are in view. Update the 
message board each morning.

Step 11: Color code the books and the bookshelves. Categorize your books by subject and 
assign each category a color. Buy small colored dots at any office supply store, put the dot on 
the spine of the book and put the same color dot on the appropriate shelf of the bookcase. 
It’s then simply a matter of matching colors to get the books on the right shelf. For example, 
all the mystery books could have a blue dot and be on the blue shelf of the bookcase. 

Using this system not only makes it easy to put away the books you currently own, but it 
also tells you where to put any new books you buy. Be sure to create and post a legend so 
you know which color equals which category and you don’t have to remember.

Step 12: Categorize your office papers. For your office papers, start with two simple 
categories: Action and Reference. Create an area for Reference to be filed: A tray, a bin, a 
box, a basket, etc., so you can drop those papers that need to be filed into that container. 
Be sure to start with broad categories as file names, but stay away from “Miscellaneous,” 
“Reference,” etc. 

Also, remember to create the categories based on how the information is going to be used 
and not where it came from. File names like “Emails,” “Websites,” and “Articles” are useless; 
they don’t tell you what’s in the file, they only tell you where the information came from. 
Your Action files should be kept close to you so they are easily accessible as you work.

If you don’t have drawers in your desk for storing files, either buy a small cabinet that you 
can keep close to your desk or get a desktop sorter so you can keep your current files on 
hand. If your projects don’t lend themselves to files, you can look at a literature sorter, which 
is a series of “cubbies” where you can comfortably and neatly store your projects. They come 
in a variety of sizes and can be easily found in office supply stores and catalogs.

Step 13: Finally, it is important for you to understand that organizing is a process — it 
truly is never “done.” You can create a system that works for your home office now, but 
most likely that organizational system will need to be tweaked periodically to continue to 
serve your needs.
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How to Organize Your Kitchen
Whether you cook every night or survive on takeout, the kitchen is a center of activity in 
your home. And when you’re trying to manage ADHD symptoms, the stuffed cabinets, 
dirty dishes, and piles of mail can get overwhelming, fast. Follow these tips from Susan 
C. Pinsky, author of Organizing Solutions for People with ADHD and The Fast and Furious 
5 Step Organizing Solution, to make your kitchen more streamlined, less cluttered, and 
more inviting — for everyone in your home.

Inventory your kitchen. Get rid of different-sized plates and bowls; buy a uniform set. 
When all of the dishes are the same, it’s easy to load and empty the dishwasher or drain-
ing rack. You never have to move a dish to get to another dish.

Do a food storage sweep. Set aside time on the weekend to sort through all your Tup-
perware or other food storage containers. Everything should have a matching lid — if it 
doesn’t, put it out with the recycling. (It’s better to let a drumstick roll around in a too-
big container than to have 50 plastic boxes with no matching lids clogging your cabinet 
and refrigerator.) Use plastic wrap, zip-close bags, or tin foil if you run out. Or eat your 
leftovers to free up more. If you have more than five of the same size, get rid of the spares 
— and stack all the corresponding pieces together for easy storage.

Create designated kitchen areas. If possible, assign two chairs to each family member. 
Reserve one chair for sitting, and the other for their paperwork. By tucking the chairs un-
der the table, the items on them will be hidden, making the room more restful. A square 
pencil cup for pens, sticky notes, and scissors can live on the table with the salt and pep-
per. Move the fruit basket to a kitchen counter.

Add more kitchen space — creatively. If the table lacks adequate seating, search online 
for multi-pocket pouches that attach to the back of the chair next to you (not the back of 
your own chair) or hang down from your seat. Each family member’s papers/glasses can 
be deposited in the designated pouch.

Perhaps a bookcase within easy reach of the table can be outfitted with a designated bin 
or basket. Family members can scoop up whatever of theirs is left on the table and depos-
it it on their designated chair, pouch, or basket when it is time for dining or socializing.

Store stuff where you use it. This seems like a no-brainer, but many people don’t think 
about storing kitchen tools close to where they’ll use them. This means storing pots and 
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pans next to the stove, towels next to the sink, coffee cups in the cabinet above the coffee 
pot. When organizing your pantry, group “like with like.” All baking supplies together. 
Spices in one zone. Cereals in another. You get the idea. The things you use most should 
be the easiest to get — it will make your kitchen experience a lot more intuitive.

Keep items you use more regularly in your prime real estate. This means the cabinet 
space between your shoulders and knees. Items that are bulky or not used regularly can 
be placed on high shelves and accessed with a small step-stool kept nearby.

Make more space in your cabinets. If your cabinets always feel like they’re overflowing, it 
may be because you’re not using the space as efficiently as you could. Try adding a tension 
rod to give yourself more vertical space or add hooks to the inside of the cabinet door to 
hang oven mitts, pot lids, or anything else you can think of.

Create food preparation stations. Instead of spreading your food prep around the whole 
kitchen, set up designated areas where you’ll chop, mix, and serve. You’ll cut down on 
preparation and cleaning time, and if each chef stays in one place, you’ll be able to have 
your child or spouse help without bumping into each other unnecessarily.

Stand in the middle of your kitchen and scan the room. Note the location of the stove, 
refrigerator, and dishwasher. Now, imagine making a salad. Since the greens are in the 
refrigerator, your salad-making station should be on an adjacent counter. Now, set up a 
coffee station, making sure that the pot, filters, measuring spoon, sugar, and coffee can be 
reached without having to move about the kitchen.

Get the idea? Pasta and sauces go together, near the drawer with the lasagna pan, and be-
tween the cutting station and the stove. Storing dishes and glassware over the dishwasher 
makes for a quick and easy put-away. Soups go above the pots and pans, with the can 
opener in a nearby drawer — ideally, beside the stove.

To simplify breakfast and lunch preparation, keep cereal, bowls, spoons, breakfast bars, 
and bread for toast or sandwiches in one drawer or on a single shelf. Now all you have to 
do is fetch the milk or sandwich ingredients from the refrigerator, and you’re good to go. 
Once you get everything set up properly, you’ll find that meal preparation goes faster, and 
so does cleanup.

Manage your spices. If you’re serious about cooking, you probably have a lot of spices 
stuffed away in a drawer or cabinet — which can be frustrating. Organizing your spices 
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(and keeping them organized) is a great way to declutter your kitchen and simplify your 
cooking. You have tons of options, whether it’s a magnetic wall panel, a spinning spice 
rack, or a miniature shelf. Make sure your spices are clearly labeled — so you don’t acci-
dentally put salt in your coffee!

Add more storage. Keep an eye out for places you can add storage. Is there a gap between 
your fridge and the wall? A thin roll-out pantry can squeeze in there, adding tons of space 
for spices or non-perishable foods. If you’re handy, you can turn that fake drawer under 
your sink into a small tip-out tray. Here are some more storage ideas:

•  Place wire shelf expanders on kitchen cabinet shelves to double storage capacity.

•  Use graduated risers (like mini-steps or stairs) in pantries to hold spices and 
canned goods.

•  Hang door-mounted racks or a clear plastic shoe bag on the inside of pantry closets 
or cabinet doors to maximize storage space. This is perfect for corralling pet sup-
plies, first aid items, or grab-and-go snacks.

•  Install sliding baskets under the sink or on a deep shelf to store those hard-to-reach 
items. This makes those back-of-cabinet items instantly accessible!

•  Using plastic turntables in the back of deep-set or corner cabinets maximizes those 
hard-to-reach, barely used cabinet spaces.

Get rid of stuff you don’t use. Single-task items (ice cream makers, avocado knives, As 
Seen on TV gadgets) can be the enemy when you’re trying to simplify your kitchen. They 
take up space, and in a lot of cases, are almost never used. Go through your drawers and 
pull out all these single-task items and really ask yourself: “When was the last time I used 
this?” If the answer is more than six months ago, chuck it.

Keep it clean. Easier said than done, right? But cleanliness makes any space feel more 
welcoming and less cluttered. If you can’t bring yourself to clean the whole kitchen every 
night, just do one thing — like wipe down the stove or clean out the sink.

Give clutter a home. If all your things (mail, phone, car keys, etc.) tend to end up in a 
giant pile on your kitchen counter, things are bound to get lost — and you’re bound to get 
frustrated. Conquer counter clutter by ensuring that everything has a home. Try using a 
small bowl for your car keys, and some square baskets to separate out the junk from the 
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regular mail. You’ll know where to start looking when you need something — and save 
yourself some time and frustration in the process.

Get rid of bags. If you save every grocery bag you ever get — paper or plastic — gather 
them up and return them to the store for recycling. If you use them for recycling or trash 
bags, keep only a couple. You’ll get more from the store by the time you need them, and 
you’ll clear up some space under your sink in the meantime.

Expose your garbage cans. If your family leaves trash around the kitchen or living room, 
make it more convenient to throw away. Some families have cans under a cabinet, with a 
child lock, and a top that only opens halfway. Take the trash can out, put it in a central lo-
cation, and remove the lid. It’s not as pretty, but is litter on the kitchen counter any better? 
The goal is to reduce the effort needed for finishing steps — like cleaning up after cooking 
— so they are a short and workable sprint. It’s easy to remember to toss something out 
when the bin is right in front of you.

Less is more. If you’re going to reduce items in your home so you can clean up quickly, 
don’t bring excess stuff into the house. Make it a rule that nothing is purchased that is not 
on the shopping list. If you’re at the store and think you may need milk, don’t buy it if it’s 
not on the list. It saves having excess, and it encourages your family to be resilient by eating 
toast instead of cereal. If you are at the store and see a buy one, get one half-off deal, don’t 
do it unless you have two on your list. Get out of the habit of tying up your money, space, 
and effort in a bunch of items you don’t need or can’t use before their expiration date.

How to Declutter Your Craft Room
An organized multipurpose/craft room is great for bringing your creative ideas to life. 
However, having everything out on display can make you feel overwhelmed and cost you 
money and time. Here are Leslie Josel’s 11 clutter-clearing tips to make your supplies visi-
ble and help you feel calm and inspired in your craft room.

Tip 1: Start by creating a central command station to store the bulk of your craft supplies. 
This space should house items you access daily. (Additional supplies or items used less 
frequently can be stored in a nearby closet.) A natural and easy choice for a central com-
mand station is open and accessible tall shelving, such as bookcases or cubbies. These can 
be customized and labeled to suit your crafting storage needs.
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Tip 2: If you prefer to display your supplies and have ample shelf or table space, invest in 
display rack stands. These are perfect for holding thread, paint, glitter, etc.

Tip 3: Pegboards are your best friend when you have abundant wall space. They can hold 
grab-and-go items such as scissors, tape measures, etc. They come in fun colors and pro-
vide space for the smallest supplies. You can even hang small buckets and bins filled with 
markers, pencils, and brushes.

Tip 4: If your closet has available space, hang up clear shoe bags and tuck supplies and 
materials in the individual pockets. The list and uses for hanging shoe racks are endless.

Tip 5: Door-mounted racks on the inside of closets or cabinet doors also maximize stor-
age space. This will free up counter or table space and make your supplies more visible.

Tip 6: A rolling cart with ample shelves and storage space is a real game-changer because 
it adds instant, additional organization to any craft room. “I use rolling carts to organize 
supplies for a specific project,” Josel says. “Just roll it up to your table when working and 
then tuck it out of sight when not in use.”

Tip 7: If you have deep shelves, use organizers with drawers that stack on top of each 
other. I like these as there’s no need to unstack containers to get to the ones on the bot-
tom. Here’s a tip within a tip: Labels are your best friend! Make sure to clearly label each 
container. This will act as a visual reminder of what’s inside.

Tip 8: Fabric can easily turn into a jumbled mess, so consider designating one space for it. 
“I love the idea of using clear file folders tucked inside a file cabinet and storing the fabric 
by color or pattern,” Josel says.

Tip 9: A magnet board with corresponding “spice tins” is perfect for storing items that 
are easily lost or hard to find like beads, buttons, and sewing needles.

Tip 10: If possible, keep your crafting items and their storage in a designated room or 
corner. Keep your supplies where you can comfortably pursue your craft without having to 
clean up for dinner or bill-paying. This will keep your materials handy and your home neat.

Tip 11: If you are using large canvases, consider renting studio space or switching medi-
ums to sketching (sketchbooks are easily stored in small spaces). Many communities have 
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cooperative shared spaces for artists at reasonable prices, so if space is tight, move large 
projects off-site and keep small projects, like beadwork, in your home.

How to Organize Your Bedroom
Do you know where everything in your bedroom lives? Whether you are organizing all 
day and getting nowhere or feeling like you can never get started, knowing where every-
thing goes in your bedroom is your first step. Simply put, you’re more apt to let things sit 
wherever they land if you haven’t designated specific homes for all of your belongings. 
Also, make sure your areas are clearly labeled. When you’re tired after a long day, visual 
reminders make cleaning up that much easier.

Use the Triple S System
Remember the Triple S system? You can use this system for setting daily goals — short, 
simple, and specific — to declutter your bedroom. Try to organize everything in one 
day and you’ll end up overwhelmed and frustrated. Specific daily intentions work better. 
“Thursday night I’m going to put away the clean laundry.” “Sunday morning I’m going to 
gather all the dirty clothes from the week.” In other words, break it down into small parts 
so you feel in control.

Try the “Black Tablecloth Method”
Another trick is the “black tablecloth method.” If you walk into your bedroom and all you 
see is your clutter, you are most likely going to feel overwhelmed and not know how or 
where to start. So, try draping black tablecloths over the areas of your bedroom you are 
working on decluttering and organizing. Only expose a small amount at a time, so you 
can stay focused, on track, and more importantly, less overwhelmed. In this instance, out 
of sight will help you not be out of your mind!

You Don’t Need So Many Shoes
How do you keep shoes organized without making the system so overwhelming it’s ig-
nored? For people without ADHD, stacks of clear shoe boxes might work. For us, we take 
one shoe box at the bottom of the pile, forget to put it back, and soon the whole room 
is littered with shoes again. Instead, reduce the shoes you own to a number that will fit 
in one row in the back of the closet. Then, when you open the door, kick the ones you’re 
wearing inside. Simple and easy to maintain.
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Edit and Weed Out Belongings
We need to consistently edit and weed out our belongings. Change of seasons is a good 
time to sort through clothes, papers, and books. Then, pare down what’s not needed or 
used. In the process, take a hard look at what is living in your bedroom. Can out-of-sea-
son clothing go into a storage unit? Can you donate some books or accessories?

Use Wasted Air Space
Wall-hung storage helps maximize space by keeping things off the floor. Place hardly used 
items up and out of the way while everyday items remain within reach. Hang clear shoe 
bags in closets, or behind bedroom or bathroom doors. Repurpose them to store electric 
cords and wires, jewelry, socks, toiletries, and underwear — or any other loose items — 
for instant organization and better use of vertical space.

Make Storage Multi-Purpose
A good rule of thumb to follow is that most of your furniture should have more than one 
purpose. So, instead of a bench at the foot of your bed, purchase a storage ottoman; swap 
out a regular bed for a platform one with a pull-out drawer underneath. In other words, 
multi-purpose pieces will instantly maximize your hidden storage space.

Tested-and-Approved Decluttering Hacks from ADDitude 
Readers
Looking for more clutter-taming solutions? ADDitude readers share their best home and 
office organizing tips. 

Find a Home for Your Stuff
“I have an ‘info corner’: It’s a designated spot where I drop my bills, pay stubs, and other 
important papers. That way, I know where stuff is.” — Angela 

“I have a folder for each member of the family. I place items into the appropriate folder 
and store them on a wire rack near the front door. It’s a neat mess!” — Carrie 
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Establish Smart Routines
“Pay bills and respond to paper inquiries right away. Otherwise, you know what will 
happen.” — Ann

“Bills are paid with email reminders. Junk mail is tackled on the weekend. All tax info 
goes straight in zippered plastic baggies!” — Barbara 

“Lots of electronic gadgets! I use paper only for my daily to-do list — which, by the way, 
never has more than three items or chores on it.” — Luke 

Use Common-Sense Sorting Systems
“My trick is to try to touch each piece of paper only once. And I don’t even try to tackle 
paperwork until my meds have kicked in.” — Lori 

“Junk mail does not come into the house; it goes straight into the recycling bin on the 
back porch. I use tables — one for personal items, one for work items — in my home 
office to sort papers.” — An ADDitude Reader 

Surround Yourself with Allies
“I’d be lost without my wife. I think a supportive partner is critical to staying organized.” 
— Steve

“[I always am equipped with a] smartphone and Vyvanse.” — Anne

Must-Have Decluttering Tools and Resources
Cardboard banker boxes (staples.com) for sorting. They are sturdy — stacked atop each 
other, they can withstand 550 pounds — and are easily broken down and reassembled.

Staples 15-Sheet Micro-Cut Shredder (staples.com) helps you deal with piles that accu-
mulate; use a weekly schedule for shredding.

FreedomFiler (freedomfiler.com) for foolproof paper filing. The product comes with 
color-coded labels and how-to instructions. You supply the hanging folders, as well as the 
drawer or box to store the files. 
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Silver Mesh Letter Holder (containerstore.com) has separate slots for bills, paperwork, 
and lists. Plus, the see-through mesh helps you find items quickly.

Glass Message Board (organizedliving.com) keeps to-do lists and important information 
front and center.

Portofino Office Storage Box (containerstore.com) is the perfect size for keeping per-
sonal letters and other special items.

Elfa Drawer File (containerstore.com). Use it to hold extra electronics and cords.

Other Organizing Products That Work Best for ADHD Brains
•  A label gun is an easy-to-use tool that uses embossing tape to creates stick-on labels 

for pantries, drawers, cabinets, and objects.

•  Plastic storage bins can be stacked easily so they don’t take up floor space.

•  Flat sorting carts are great for organizing paper materials. The wheels make reorga-
nizing quick and doable. 

•  Poly project view folders are good for keeping documents separate but easily findable.

•  Super sticky Post-it notes or other sticky notes are a “save your place” essential.

•  A stapler in the office and kitchen can help with keeping documents together. 

•  Desk drawer office organizers that would traditionally store pens and highlighters 
can double as storage space for personal items like glasses.

•  A handbag with multiple pockets and compartments helps to minimize clutter. 

•   Transparent Kitchen (transparentkitchen.com) “snapwear” is another efficient form 
of office storage (and might help create space in your kitchen pantry!). 

•  Rubbermaid drawer organizing containers (Rubbermaid.com) solve the problem of 
overcrowded drawers by designating specific places for each item. 

The tips and strategies in this chapter came from the following ADDitude contributors: 
Anne Busse; Leslie Josel; Judith Kolberg; Sandy Maynard, M.S.; Susan C. Pinsky; Patricia 
Quinn, M.D.; Linda Roggli, PCC; and Lisa Woodruff. 
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Why Is It Hard for People with ADHD to Get and Stay Motivated? 
Jerome Schultz, Ph.D., a clinical neuropsychologist on the faculty at Harvard Medical 
School in the Department of Psychiatry, says that neuroscience and behavior science can 
help explain motivation, and why people with ADHD find it difficult to initiate, sustain, 
or complete tasks (additu.de/1ct).

Understanding the science of motivation, Dr. Schultz says, can inform our approaches 
toward improving it. Motivation is the general desire or willingness of someone to do 
something. It often explains why a person acts or behaves in a particular way.

All of us do — and don’t do — things based on how they correspond to our needs. 
According to Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs theory, primary needs must be met before 
we can attend to needs of a higher order. Among the most important basic needs for 
individuals with ADHD are safety and esteem, which includes security, confidence, 
feelings of achievement, and the respect of others.

Dr. Schultz asks, “Why else do we ‘do’ things?” The need to survive motivates us, as do 
rewards, which can be either tangible and extrinsic (like toys and money) or intangible 
and intrinsic (joy, the thrill of success, improving our status, avoiding the unpleasantness 
of failure).

We are generally not motivated to do things that we perceive to be uninteresting (“Why 
should I learn that? That’s boring to me”), unproductive (“I don’t need that”), and/or a 
“threat” to our safety, status, and well-being.

The brains of people with ADHD differ from neurotypical brains (See Chapter 1), 
specifically in how the prefrontal cortex (the front part of the brain implicated in 
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planning, decision-making, and, indeed, motivation) processes and connects information 
to other parts of the brain, including the primitive survival center (the fear zone). These 
differences in wiring ultimately impact the way individuals with ADHD make sense of 
and interpret new tasks and challenges.

Completing tasks becomes more challenging when parts of the brain aren’t effectively 
“talking” to each other. Without efficient integration of messages within the brain, the 
ability to perform related tasks (such as those below) can be seriously compromised:

•  Assess the complexity or difficulty of a task

•  Make connections to prior learning (e.g. every task becomes “new” and stressful)

•  Organize a plan of action

•  Execute and evaluate a response

•  Store the experience for later retrieval

“A lack of motivation is generally attributed to neurobiologically imposed challenges 
related to a person’s perception of the difficulty of the task and the person’s ability to do 
it,” Dr. Schultz says. “These perceptions are shaped by a history of success or failure in a 
related task. The desire to avoid ‘dangerous’ situations leads to a self-defeating cycle: ‘I 
can’t do this, so I won’t do this.’”

What’s My Motivation? (No, Seriously, I Need to Get Started.)
No one enjoys cleaning bathrooms or paying bills, but most people can “suck it up” and 
get the job done. However, when a person with ADHD lacks interest in or motivation to 
complete a job, it is painful (if not impossible) to tackle it. Here, Laurie Dupar, PMHNP, 
RN, PCC, explains how to trick your brain into doing what you need it to do.

Tackling a to-do list when you lack motivation is not impossible, but it takes a lot of 
energy. And, for some, it actually feels physically painful, Dupar says. Spending our days 
trying to complete tasks we are not motivated to do makes us feel bad. It’s a feeling that 
knocks many of us back to the couch, surrendering ourselves to failure once again.

You Can Conquer Your Lack of Motivation
Not being able to get things done when we feel unmotivated ranks up there with other 
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things humans can’t do — breathing underwater, licking our elbows, or sneezing with our 
eyes open. Granted, there are a few people who can manage to-do lists without any inspi-
ration, but not many of us can pull off getting started. 

So, how can we get rid of those negative feelings? How can we get motivated? What gets 
our juices flowing so we can get up and do what we want or need to do? Simple — doing 
something that feels good or pleasurable to us. “People with ADHD need to learn to tap 
into the meaning, importance, or worth of the task at hand,” Dupar says. Below, Dupar 
suggests six ways to increase your motivation.

6 Motivation Hacks That Work

Motivation Hack #1: Celebrate Small Successes
First, to feel less down on yourself, plan to do something that feels rewarding to you 
several times a day. This is not an option. It is essential. Do something creative or plea-
surable. It will recharge your battery. It’s like making sure you have your oxygen mask on 
first before putting on someone else’s.

Maybe you enjoy listening to upbeat music, talking to a friend, going outside, spending 
15 minutes working on a hobby. Make a list of 10 things you enjoy and refer to it when 
you are feeling down. Make sure you have little successes, no matter how small, every day.

Motivation Hack #2: Remove the “Shoulds” or “Supposed to” 

The words “should” or “supposed to” are motivation killers that need to be eliminated 
from your vocabulary. Notice that you only use these words when you are trying to do 
something that someone else considers important. You can minimize “shoulds” by turn-
ing them into “wants.” Think about the “un-motivating” task and ask yourself, “What, if 
anything, about this task is okay with me? What piece of it might I enjoy?”

A common “should” is doing laundry. Seeing this tedious chore as a “want” might mean 
noticing how you enjoy the scent of your favorite detergent as you put it in the washer. 
You don’t look forward to doing laundry, but you like the smell of the fabric softener 
sheet. Maybe you enjoy the warmth of the laundry coming out of the dryer. Or maybe 
you love that sense of accomplishment when the laundry baskets are momentarily empty. 
When you focus on the “want to,” it changes the “should” into “I want to do the laundry 
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because I like the way it smells right out of the dryer.”

Motivation Hack #3: Tap Into Your Creativity
When you face a difficult task, tap into your creative ADHD brain for inspiration. Ask 
yourself, “Is this something I have to do or is there someone else who could do this more 
easily? Is there someone who would actually find this rewarding?”

Motivation Hack #4: Give Yourself Permission to Delegate
Another person might actually enjoy doing a task you despise. Give yourself permission 
to let go of what you don’t do well and let someone else do the chore or task. For instance, 
dry cleaners are brilliant at doing laundry, and grocery shopping can be turned into a new 
experience when done online or completed by a spouse, teen, or neighbor in exchange for 
doing something for them that they don’t enjoy, such as gardening or cooking.

Motivation Hack #5: Tailor Tasks to Your Interests
If the task cannot be eliminated as a “should,” and you are the only person who can com-
plete it, make it more bearable by asking, “How can I do this in a way that works for me? 
What might make it feel worthwhile?” People with ADHD do things differently. Going 
grocery shopping with a friend would be fun if you get to spend time socializing. Shop-
ping late at night, when there are fewer people, minimizes the agony of waiting in lines. 
Shopping at a different store might turn picking up groceries into an adventure.

Motivation Hack #6: Turn Your Boring Tasks Into Exciting Games
Ask, “How can I make this boring task fun or rewarding for me?” Make it a game: Chal-
lenge yourself to get the best deal by using coupons; time yourself to get in and out of the 
store in less than 30 minutes. Treat yourself to a new fruit, bakery item, flower bouquet, 
or beverage when you are done. Use your ADHD imagination.

Feeling unmotivated is a big obstacle for adults with ADHD. You can’t change that by 
trying harder or “just doing it.” We don’t work that way. Nobody works that way. I like to 
look at obstacles as opportunities to enlist our creative problem-solving abilities.

The key to putting the meaning back in motivation is to let go of the way it works for 
everybody else. Use your out-of-the-box thinking to come up with a fun, interesting, and 
rewarding way to make it work for you. I have no doubt you can do it.
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Bust Your Lack of Motivation by Asking the Right Questions
When Dupar has a client with motivation challenges, she asks the following questions:

•  What excites or re-energizes you? What recharges your batteries?

•  What old beliefs about what you “should” do might not be true?

•  Who else can do this task more easily than you?

•  Think about a time in your past when completing a similar task wasn’t so hard. 
What was different? Can you bring some of those elements into the situation now?

•  How can you break this task down into three pieces so it feels more manageable?

•  How will you reward yourself when you complete this task?

•  What would you need to allow someone else to take it over?

•  What needs to change to turn this “should” into a “want”?

•  What are you good at?

•  What negative self-talk do you notice that you can let go of?

•  What about this task is important or meaningful to you?

•  When is the best time for you to do this task?

•  What support do you have to get this task done?

•  What obstacles are preventing you from completing this task? Which of these can 
you eliminate?

•  How can you make this task fun, interesting, or enjoyable?

How to Feed Ongoing Motivation
One trick to maintaining your motivation to declutter or clean, Leslie Josel says, is break-
ing down tasks into discrete steps and then completing just one step before moving on. 

As Josel explains, if the goal is to organize the bedroom, and the bedroom is too much to 
tackle all at once, choose just one component of that project. Work on the floor first and 
organize the bureau and bedside table surfaces second. Or you could just tackle the shoes.
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Don’t move on to another project until the first is finished. And once it is done, stop and 
think: “Do I have enough oomph to complete another task?” If not, stop there for the 
time being.

The same method can be used in your office. Purge your emails or sort/weed one file draw-
er — and complete that one task before moving on to another. If necessary, do one task a 
day until the project is complete.

Focus on External Environments
For people with ADHD, it’s not only difficult to find effective organizing systems; it’s nearly 
impossible to maintain the ones you get going, especially if you’re not motivated to do so.

Relying solely on internal motivation is not only exhausting, but self-defeating. So, don’t! 
Use the external motivation of your environment instead. Here’s how to harness your 
environment to get more done:

Do you respond to color? Surround yourself with colorful objects that make you happy — 
bright file folders, pens, markers, and containers can do the trick!

Do you have a favorite food? Sometimes pairing a special treat (candy, chips, dried fruit, 
etc.) with the undesirable (tackling those papers) provides motivation. 

Do you like listening to music? Music helps the brain plan, focus, and initiate. Create a 
playlist of music you love. The trick is to only play this playlist every time you sit down to 
tackle an organizing project. Eventually the music will act as a motivator; when you hear 
the music, it will signal to your brain that it’s time to get moving.

Does your partner, friend, and/or child need to get stuff done, too? Grab them and work 
together! Sometimes “body doubling” (being in an environment where others quietly 
working on a similar task nearby) helps us to stay on task. Plus, hard work goes faster 
when we do it with someone else.

Do you like to be outside? In your garden? On your comfortable couch or in your bed? 
Carry out your difficult task in a location you enjoy. Make it fun! 
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How to Gamify Decluttering
Senior certified ADHD coach and ADDitude contributor Dana Rayburn recommends 
these get-organized games to help you declutter your home without procrastinating or 
becoming overwhelmed.

Name the Game
When you get distracted, play Name the Game to conjure forward momentum:

•  First, name the task at hand by saying it aloud. Let’s say the name is “I’m opening 
the mail.”

•  Decide how you’ll know when the task is complete. Perhaps, you win the game after 
you conquer the day’s mail clutter: All the envelopes have been opened, the junk 
mail is in the recycling bin, and the items that need action are in the inbox.

•  Talk your way through the task. Every time you veer off task — by answering a 
phone call or chatting with someone in the room — say, “No, that’s not what I’m 
doing now,” and repeat the name of the game aloud: “I’m opening the mail.”

•  When you finish your task, dance a jig and yell, “I’ve won the game!”

Under the Sheets
This trick works well when you’re faced with a major area of clutter, such as your desk, 
a table, the floor, or a counter — any place with so much stuff on it that you don’t know 
where to start.

•  Drape a sheet or blanket over most of the area you want to organize, allowing only 
a small area of the clutter to show at a time.

•  Deal with that bit of visible clutter.

•  Once you’ve organized the first bit, slide the sheet over to expose another chunk of 
the clutter, and tackle it.

•  Keep moving the sheet, clearing and organizing as you go.

CHAPTER 3: GET YOUR ADHD BRAIN MOVING AND MOTIVATED
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I Spy
This works well when an entire room is a total mess.

•  Use your hands or the cardboard tube from a roll of toilet paper, and make a spy-
glass in front of one eye.

•  Pick a room you’d like to organize and stand in the middle of it.

•  Close your eyes and turn around. Open your eyes and look through your spyglass.

•  Do you spot a small area to organize? When you focus your spyglass on one area, 
you can actually see the clutter!

•  Dash over to the spot you spied and tidy it up. Don’t wait. Do it now!

Use the spyglass technique a few times a day to increase your awareness of your clutter. 
And have fun doing it.

The point here is to make it fun. Infusing energy and playfulness into your routine is a 
wonderful way to get your ADHD brain moving and motivated.

Everyday Motivation Tricks from ADDitude Readers 
For many ADDitude readers, motivation is unlocked when a task is made clearer and 
simpler to accomplish. Here is how they achieve motivating simplicity. 

“It’s a work-in-progress, but I’m making myself put things where they belong instead of 
telling myself that I will do it later.” — Ida 

“Two things aid my motivation: Setting a specific time of day or a specific day to clean 
up clutter, and having methods in place to simplify my cluttering, like placing a basket in 
each room where I can drop ‘stray’ items. Finding a ‘station’ or specific place for each item 
is half the battle, and this trick makes the task of decluttering my home easier!” — Jill

“I make sure that there isn’t anything else in my hand when I go looking for something 
else. Otherwise, as soon as I find what I’m looking for, I have to go back and find what-
ever was in my hand that I laid down while looking for the first thing. It is an ongoing 
challenge that I have to confront every week.” — Julie

CHAPTER 3: GET YOUR ADHD BRAIN MOVING AND MOTIVATED
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“I have a small legal pad next to my computer that has ‘For Later’ written at the top. This 
is useful for freeing my mind to do what I need to be doing, and also for saving the ran-
dom curiosities/thoughts that I value.” — Terra 

“I use a notebook. The left page has a list of ‘to dos’ and the right has the list of whom to 
call. I’ve also attached a pocket to the front for Post-its with notes scribbled on them.”  
— Paula

“Stop in the doorway and view the room as if you were someone visiting your house for 
the first time. Limit subscriptions and handle mail only once. Eliminate and file as you 
go.” — An ADDitude Reader

“If you don’t use it, wear it, or need it, donate it.” — Susan

“Organize one three-foot-by-three-foot space at a time.” — Martha

“I subscribe to and read daily emails and Facebook posts from flylady.net. She focuses on 
changing your thinking about clutter, and this has had a huge impact on my home and 
thought process!” — An ADDitude Reader

“Owning less stuff is the key. But that’s hard because I’m an impulsive shopper!” — Suzy 

“Write a to-do list and tackle the items one at a time. Play music in the background. 
When I’m away from clutter, I can think more clearly.” — Deanna

The tips and strategies in this chapter came from the following ADDitude contributors: 
Laurie Dupar, PMHNP, RN, PCC; Leslie Josel; Dana Rayburn; and Jerome Schultz, Ph.D.
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ADHD brains tend to cling emotionally to objects — especially sentimental items given 
to us by others, making it difficult to purge. Here are some common excuses for holding 
on to stuff, and some even better reasons for getting rid of it.

Excuse: “I feel guilty about getting rid of a present.”

Think This Instead: Gifts are symbols of the love we accept from family and friends; 
re-gifting them is a way to keep that love flowing.

Excuse: “I will eventually make something out of these things.” 

Think This Instead: What can I accomplish now? Make a compromise. Look around and 
choose items for projects that you know you have the time to complete. Say goodbye to 
the other things with no short-term next step.

Excuse: “I can’t bear to part with this. It is too special.” 

Think This Instead: There’s sentimentality and there’s over-sentimentality. Do you need 
to save every prized possession? Why not take photos of your most prized possessions 
and put them in a digital photo frame? Not only does this preserve memorabilia, but it 
creates an awesome slideshow displayed on a clutter-free dresser.

Excuse: “Maybe this is valuable?” 

Think This Instead: Take some time to Google anything potentially valuable. Magazines, 

Chapter 4: 
Can I Break My Emotional Attachment  
to Unnecessary “Stuff ”?
The act of purging (or just assessing) your clutter may spark 
intense guilt or regret or sentimentality. That’s Okay. But 
letting those emotions stop you from getting rid of stuff — 
and simplifying your life — is not.
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baseball cards, and childhood toys rarely fetch much, unless they are in pristine condi-
tion. Find a local auction house (some do free appraisals) and sell them.

When Your Emotional Connection to “Things” Takes Over
It’s not always easy to identify where or how to start, or how to make the right decisions in 
relation to our stuff. What is clutter costing you in time, space, finances, emotions, all of it?

Here, Leslie Josel suggests questions to ask yourself every time you pick up an item and 
don’t know whether you should keep, toss, or donate it. Keep the decision-making pro-
cess clear, rational, and unemotional by asking these questions. 

•  When was the last time I used this?

•  How often do I use this?

•  If I were to get rid of this, would I be able to retrieve the information in another way?

•  How difficult or expensive is it to get this?

•  Do I have a similar item that serves the same purpose?

•  If I were shopping right now, would I purchase this again?

•  Is the only thing keeping me from disposing of/donating this that I don’t want to 
waste money?

•  How much space (physical and emotional) would I free up if I were to let go of this 
item?

•  Does it really fit me?

•  How much time would I spend looking for this item again? (My favorite!)

•  Am I holding on to this for sentimental reasons?

Tactile Sympathy
“Judith Kolberg, founder of the Institute for Challenging Disorganization, came up with 
the idea of ‘Tactile Sympathy.’ What it means is that, when we touch our things — espe-
cially those that have meaning — it may set off an intense emotional response,” Josel says.

In other words, our emotions can get in the way of making practical or even logical deci-

CHAPTER 4: CAN I BREAK MY EMOTIONAL ATTACHMENT TO 
UNNECESSARY ‘STUFF’?
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sions regarding keeping or disposing of stuff. Perhaps that old recipe you never made has 
special meaning because your grandma sent it to you. And when you hold it and touch it, 
those special moments and memories come flooding back.

Josel recommends this technique to counter your emotional response to your stuff: Recruit 
a friend, your spouse, or another family member to hold up each of your items while you 
make all the decisions. By putting some “distance” between you and your things, you may 
put some distance between sentimental and practical reasons for keeping them.

As for the stuff received from friends and family, if you thanked the giver, the thought 
still counts when you discreetly pass on their gifts to charity. If the possessions of the 
deceased are retained for sentiment only, size matters. This also holds true for our memo-
rabilia and that of our children. 

“Keep Grandma’s brooch but get rid of her rickety dining set; keep the graduation tassel, 
cull the robe and hat; keep one pair of Junior’s baby booties and a single rattle, donate 
the bins of baby toys and clothes. The smaller the items, the more of them we can keep! 
Create a ‘memory chest’ to give it all a home. When the chest fills, it’s time to weed out 
the items that no longer have meaning for us,” Josel says.

“Have I Ever Used This Thing?”
If household clutter keeps you from accomplishing simple tasks or makes you feel over-
whelmed, then it’s time for an overhaul. Best-selling author and ADDitude contributor 
Gretchen Rubin recommends the following tips for clearing out the junk and asking, 
“Why am I saving this?”

1.  Does this thing work? It’s hard to admit that something is broken and can’t be fixed, 
say, a dud toaster or a child’s frog clock. Why are you hanging on to those things?

2.  Would I replace this if it were broken or lost? If not, you must not really need it.

3.  Is it potentially useful — although it never actually gets used? Do you need an 
over-sized water bottle, a corkscrew with an exotic mechanism, or a tiny vase? How 
many spare glass jars do you need?

4.  Why are you “saving” it? Leaving bath gel in the tube, or saving your favorite statio-
nery in a desk drawer, is wasteful.

CHAPTER 4: CAN I BREAK MY EMOTIONAL ATTACHMENT TO 
UNNECESSARY ‘STUFF’?
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5.  Does it serve its purpose well? Be honest. How many cute kitchen utensils do you 
own that don’t work well?

6.  Has it been replaced by a better model? Are you in the habit of keeping broken or 
outdated versions of tech gadgets, even after they’ve been replaced? Pointless.

7.  Is it nicely put away in an out-of-the-way place? Just because things are nicely orga-
nized doesn’t mean they’re not clutter. No matter how tidily a thing is stored, if you 
never use it, why keep it?

8.  Does this memento prompt any memories? Do you tend to keep things that seem 
to be “mementos,” assuming they have some emotional resonance? The attendance 
trophy from your child’s preschool sports class? Out.

9.  Have you ever used this thing? You may be shocked to see how many never-been-
used things you own. Often these are gifts. In that case, promise to put these to use 
within a few weeks or give them away.

Don’t Organize It, Purge It: 10 Things to Throw Out Now
There is nothing like the feeling you get after decluttering a space. The physical release, 
space created, and sense of accomplishment are priceless. But, despite your best efforts to 
purge each spring, the clutter manages to sneak back in.

As items accumulate, our mental clutter increases as well. It’s almost as if piles of stuff 
“talk back” and remind you of all the things left unresolved.

How do you organize your life once and for all? “Eliminate the stuff and make some new 
rules, so the clutter doesn’t pile up again throughout the year,” says Lisa Woodruff, author 
and owner of Organize 365. Here are 10 kinds of clutter Woodruff says are just begging 
for new rules. See how many you can make disappear — permanently.

Clutter #1: Plastic Grocery Bags 
Is this the year you go green? Gather up all your plastic grocery bags and return them to 
the store for recycling. Purchase five to 10 reusable grocery bags and keep them in the 
trunk of your car so you don’t forget them at home when you go food shopping.

If you do forget your reusable bags when you go to the store, ask for paper instead of 
plastic, and put the brown paper bags in your recycling bin. Or leave your cart near the 
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checkout line, and run out to your car to get the reusable bags. It won’t take long, and you 
will add a few more steps to your pedometer!

Clutter #2: Out-of-Date Electronics
“Whenever I bought a new TV, phone, or kitchen appliance, I used to hang on to the old 
one,” Woodruff says. “Why? If the old one worked, I wouldn’t have replaced it. As you 
come across electronics you are no longer using, ask yourself, ‘Why am I saving them?’”

Clutter #3: Extension Cords
Along with older electronics, we save cords of all kinds “just in case.” “I was guilty of this 
as well,” Woodruff says. “Now I save one of each type of cord and discard the rest.”

Clutter #4: Manuals
Almost all manuals are available online. “When I purchase new items that come with 
manuals and warranties, I staple the receipt to the warranty and tear off the top page of 
the manual, which shows the model number and name of the item. This is all I need if the 
item needs to be repaired,” Woodruff says. 

Clutter #5: Extra Bedsheets
“In almost every home I have organized, the linen closet holds every set of bedsheets that 
the owners have ever purchased,” Woodruff says. “We often keep older bedding just in 
case someone gets sick, or we have company. We really need only the set of sheets already 
on our bed and a back-up set per bed.” This rule will keep your linen closet in check.

Clutter #6: Free Samples
“I once thought I would use travel-size shampoos and one-time-use beauty samples. I 
don’t. And the few times I used them did not justify keeping the samples I never tried,” 
Woodruff says.

Getting a “free” shampoo sample at the hotel or store feels good. Free is for me! But the 
odds of using that freebie are slim. Samples become reminders of opportunities you 
didn’t take advantage of. They can make us feel bad.

CHAPTER 4: CAN I BREAK MY EMOTIONAL ATTACHMENT TO 
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“Have a sample party,” Woodruff recommends. “Try things you are curious about, and 
donate the rest. When samples are handed to me, I almost never take one, unless I will try 
it that same day. There is freedom in saying no to free!”

Clutter #7: Household Cleaners
“I have an affinity for household cleaners,” Woodruff says. “I like to buy different cleaners 
that I see advertised, but when I start cleaning, I use the same few cleaners in most situa-
tions, not the specialty cleaners.” Collect all the cleaning supplies you never use and donate 
them. Many food pantries will take cleaners that have been opened. Just call and check.

Clutter #8: Hobby Items
We often store stuff used for current and past hobbies in our garages or basements. As 
you go through your garage or basement, see if there is one category you can eliminate. 

“Last year, I eliminated car-washing supplies. We haven’t washed a car at home for more 
than 10 years. It was time for those to go,” Woodruff says. “I also got rid of my houseplant 
potting supplies. I have two houseplants, and they have pots. Enough said.”

Clutter #9: Magazines and Catalogs
How many magazines and catalogs do you look forward to reading when they arrive? 
“Make a list of your favorites,” Woodruff says. “As you get catalogs in the mail, immedi-
ately recycle all those that are not on your list. Set aside a box for all the B-list magazines 
and catalogs that arrive for one month. At the end of the month, call or email each com-
pany and ask to be taken off its mailing list.”

Clutter #10: Mending Piles
“I used to sew ripped clothing, replace missing buttons, and go the extra mile to remove 
set-in stains,” Woodruff says. “Now I send mending to the dry cleaner, and I replace 
stained and ripped clothing. I no longer have a mending pile.”

CHAPTER 4: CAN I BREAK MY EMOTIONAL ATTACHMENT TO 
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Want to Organize Your Stuff? Don’t Do It!

“Organizing” your possessions is a common (and admirable) goal, but it’s not your 
only option — and may not be feasible for someone with an ADHD brain. Instead, 
throw or give away the things you don’t ever use.
One of my favorite things to do is to help my friends clear their clutter. It’s less tax-
ing than clearing my own stuff. As a consequence, I’ve seen a lot of clutter and heard 
lots of people talk about it. And I’ve reached a conclusion: Don’t get organized.
When you’re facing a desk swamped with papers, or a closet bursting with clothes, 
or kitchen countertops littered with piles of things, don’t say, “I need to get orga-
nized.” Your first instinct should be to get rid of stuff. If you don’t keep it, you don’t 
have to organize it.

Stuff Without a Purpose
A huge amount of clutter is the result of keeping things you don’t use. “Well, I don’t 
have that problem,” you think. “Why would I keep something I don’t use?” But it’s 
easier than you think for this stuff to accumulate.
There are many reasons why you might hang on to things you don’t use. Maybe 
you used an object in the past, and it has sentimental value — your 10-year-old’s 
old sippy cup, for example. Maybe you wish you used an object, even though you 
never do — a jump rope, for example. Maybe you want to pretend you live a life in 
which an object would be useful — like linen cocktail napkins. Maybe you’ve never 
used this thing, and you feel guilty for wasting your money buying it — a bottle of 
decoupage glue. (All items that I held onto for years without using, by the way.)
It is painful to admit that you’ll never use certain possessions, but all that junk just 
gets in your way. Be honest with yourself. When I’m helping people clear clutter, 
they say, “I refuse to give that up! It’s got too much sentimental value to throw 
away.” I’m a big believer in sentimental value, but you should admit that is what 
you’re doing and act accordingly.
A friend was keeping a pile of t-shirts she loved in college, but no longer wore. She 
wanted to buy a set of plastic shelves where she could store them in her closet. I 
asked her, “Do you need to keep all these t-shirts, or can you pick a few to jog your 
memory?” With some coaxing, she got rid of most of them. Once she was down to 
two t-shirts, I asked her, “Do you actually wear these t-shirts?” She didn’t, so we 
moved them out of the precious real estate of her closet and stuck them on the top 
shelf in a little-used space.

“Maybe I’ll Need It”
People say, “I’ve never used that, but maybe I will! It might come in handy!” Maybe 
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it will — but it probably won’t. Ask yourself: How easy would it be to replace this 
item? Have I ever used it? What in my life would have to change for me to use this?
My sister had huge amounts of paper, and when we started going through it, I saw 
that she was hanging on to hundreds of statements and receipts. She wanted to buy 
a file box to put it all away neatly, but I disagreed. “You should just throw these pa-
pers away,” I said. “Why do you keep them at all?” “Maybe I’ll need them,” she ob-
jected. But she’d never needed them in the past, and it wouldn’t be hard to get copies 
if she ever needed them. So we tossed all of it. Much easier than organizing it!
People with the worst clutter problems have the instinct to run out and buy compli-
cated hangers, drawer compartments, and so on. I love and use that stuff, too, but I 
never buy an item until it’s absolutely clear that it will help me get a handle on truly 
necessary objects.
The next time you have the urge to get organized, especially if you feel tempted to 
buy organizing doodads, push yourself to throw away or give away things you don’t 
actually use.
— By Gretchen Rubin, author of The Four Tendencies, Better Than Before, The  
Happiness Project, and Happier at Home. 

The tips and strategies in this chapter came from the following ADDitude contributors: 
Leslie Josel; Judith Kolberg; Sandy Maynard, M.S.; Gretchen Rubin; and Lisa Woodruff.
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Paper clutter has a sneaky way of piling up for adults with ADHD. Junk mail, bills, mag-
azines, catalogs, reports, insurance claims, forms, and schoolwork — with each visit by 
the mailperson, the paper mountain grows. And that’s just snail mail! Our computers and 
phones add to the mountain with an onslaught of text messages, emails, and newsletters. 

Let’s face it: Managing paper is boring. It’s easy for ADHD brains to wander off while 
sorting through piles. It’s monotonous, making it hard for ADHD brains to focus on the 
task. Plus, it’s overwhelming. Just confronting a pile, mound, or stack of papers can incite 
an ADHD brain to shut down. 

How to Beat Back Your Paper Clutter
Documents, especially the ones you have to fill and return, are tenacious. They accumulate 
because we procrastinate. For most people with ADHD, out of sight equals out of mind. 

“You are in charge of the paper, it is not in charge of you,” says Judith Kolberg, ADDitude 
contributor and founder of the Institute for Challenging Disorganization (ICD). “You 
have all the control and the power; the paper has none except what you give it. Once you 
truly understand that, it becomes easier to handle all the paper that comes into your life.”

Processing papers requires decision-making, and ADHD brains aren’t known for making 
swift decisions. What should you keep? What should you purge? How do you sort and file 
papers? Then, if you file something, you may have trouble retrieving it later. Did you file 
the title to your car under Car? Auto? Honda Odyssey? What a nightmare!

“It’s better to let your filing system reflect how you remember things,” Kolberg says. “For 
example, file your children’s immunization records under ‘shots’ or the title to a break-
down-prone car under ‘lemon.’” Whatever works for you, works for you.”

Chapter 5: 
Paper Management 101
If your filing cabinets are bursting, and stacks of paper litter 
every surface, use this system designed specifically for adults 
with ADHD.
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How Do You Know What Works?
“Once you set up efficient and effective systems that work for you, the rest will flow,” 
Leslie Josel says. How do you know what works? Get started, Josel continues, by asking 
yourself the following questions:

•  Am I a filer or a piler?

•  Revealer or concealer?

•  Do I need to see things to remember they exist?

•  Do I like to color code?

•  Where do I have ample space to store files and papers?

•  Do others need access to these papers?

“By asking these questions, systems will naturally form. And the best method is one that 
you can comfortably set up, maintain, and access,” Josel says. “For adults with ADHD, 
there isn’t a one-size-fits-all approach to organizing papers. Staying on top of paperwork 
requires inventive strategies. What strategy works for one adult may not work for you.” 

Here are five strategies from Josel and Kolberg to consider.

Think Present, Past, and Future
Place the Present papers that you need now in your “prime real estate.” Current bills, 
medical information, travel plans, quarterly bank statements, and household projects would 
fall into this category. Put these papers in desktop files on your home office desk, baskets on 
your kitchen counter, or a rolling cart that moves from room-to-room for super-easy access.

Use your airspace. Hang magazine holders or wire files on the wall to organize mail and 
documents you need to work on or access. Using your airspace helps to keep important 
papers visible and top-of-mind. And it keeps your flat surfaces clutter and pile free! 

Past represents papers that you need to keep but don’t need to access regularly. Think 
taxes, insurance policies, old health insurance documents. These can be stored in file 
cabinets, boxes, or even binders, and placed in storage. If you have these types of files on 
your computer, they can also be categorized this way and placed in separate folders from 
your current documents to get them out of view.

CHAPTER 5: PAPER MANAGEMENT 101
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Future comprises papers you need to eventually access, but not right now (future travel 
plans, home renovation projects, etc.). Store those where they are easily accessible but not 
necessarily in view. Create binders with clear plastic sleeves to hold future materials. They 
can sit on a bookcase.

Use the “Triple S” System
Remember the “Triple S” system — short, simple, and specific — to set daily goals from 
Chapter 2? This technique also works for paper piles. If you try to organize everything in 
one day, you’ll end up overwhelmed and frustrated. Specific daily intentions work better. 
“Thursday night we’ll tackle the weekly mail.” “Sunday night we’ll review homework and 
activity schedules for the week.” “Saturday morning we’ll run the necessary errands.” In 
other words, break down your tasks into manageable parts to feel more in control.

Set Up a Launch Pad 
This is a designated place in your home to keep the belongings that go in and out every 
day. A launch pad takes the stress of “where are those returns that need to go back to the 
store” out of the equation. Remember to pick a location heavily trafficked because the 
launch pad will act as a visual reminder to help you activate.

Use the Paper-Action-Next Encounter (PANEC) System
Instead of treating each piece of paper in your home as something lifeless, Kolberg rec-
ommends seeing each as an action to take. Let’s say you’re digging out from under stacks 
of paper. Sort everything into three categories. “Toss” papers get discarded. “File” papers 
get filed. Papers that require more nuanced action go into your “Action” pile; think any-
thing that necessitates a phone call or an email, that must be given to someone else, that 
requires a signature, that pertains to an ongoing project, and so on.

Sort quickly, and don’t agonize over your decisions. If it’s too daunting a task, ask a friend 
or family member to be your “body double,” working alongside you and mirroring your 
actions. 

“Most likely you’ll have no trouble sorting paper into Toss, File, or Action,” Kolberg says. 
“The challenge is figuring out what to do with the papers in the Action pile.” 

Kolberg has a system for that, too. 

CHAPTER 5: PAPER MANAGEMENT 101
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Tackle Your “Action” Pile with PANEC
“The idea of PANEC is to take each piece of paper in the Action pile and write on it the 
very next action that is needed,” Kolberg says. “Not the final action, mind you, or all the 
actions to take. Just the next action, described with attention-getting words and phrases. 
Move each annotated Action document to a place you think will prompt you to actually 
complete the action — this is its Next Encounter location.

“PANEC works for people with ADHD because it reduces the uncertainty about what to 
do with each paper,” Kolberg continues. “Everything is either Toss, File, or Action. Just 
make sure not to cycle papers endlessly. If you move a document more than twice, your 
call-to-action phrase probably isn’t specific enough — or maybe you need more informa-
tion to decide what action to take.”

Kolberg cautions: Depending on how many papers you have, digging out might take 
one morning or several days. Once your paper-handling system is in place, you can keep 
paper clutter to a minimum. 

“If you still find you have a large box of papers you don’t know what to do with, write a 
destroy date on top — about six months from now,” she says. “If you need to go into the 
box to find a document — and you actually use it — put it with the items to keep. Any-
thing left in the box on the destroy date should be thrown out.”

Drowning in Medical Paperwork
One paper subset that can’t be ignored — thanks to the endless stream of notes from 
doctors’ visits, lab reports, email correspondence, and insurance claims — is medical 
paperwork. 

“There is no right way to maintain and organize records and documents,” Josel says. “The 
key to managing your medical paperwork is to create easy and efficient systems that work 
for you.”

Of course, not all paper is equal. Josel prefers to group medical papers into two basic 
categories — Reference and Current. “Reference documents are papers that you want 
to keep for future use or referral but no longer need to access regularly or use on a daily 
basis,” she says. “Your current papers are documents that are active — ones you refer to 
consistently and need to keep handy.”

CHAPTER 5: PAPER MANAGEMENT 101
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Understanding the difference between Current paper and Reference paper will make 
management easier.

How to Declutter Reference Materials
Reference paper is the easiest to process because the required action has already been 
done. You bought the toaster; this is the manual. You had the car’s oil changed; this is the 
receipt. You took your dog to the vet; this is the bill.

“Almost all of your Reference paper can be shredded or recycled,” Josel says. “In fact, in 
the reference paper category, you can get close to paperless if you want to. Then you can 
digitize what is left or make binders.”

Binders are easy to update, easy to share with a spouse or house sitter, and easy to take to 
a doctor, lawyer, school meeting, or with you in an evacuation. Portability and ease of use 
are key. However, if you and your family are good at maintaining and retrieving digital 
files, you may want to digitize any papers you have left.

Documents that fall under Reference could include:

•  Medical history logs

•  Old insurance policies

•  Completed insurance claims

•  Old lab reports

•  Paid medical bills and Explanation of Benefits (EOB)

Store these documents in a file cabinet, in a binder on a bookshelf, or in portable file 
boxes. These papers don’t need to take up prime real estate on your desk. Also determine 
whether filing them categorically or chronologically works best for your way of remem-
bering.

“Once you have your old papers filed away, it’s time to focus on creating a system that 
allows you to have all the essential information you need at your fingertips, Josel says.
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How to Declutter Current Medical Paperwork
Documents that fall under Current could include:

•  Current insurance policies

•  Labs and test results

•  Medication log

•  Outstanding bills

•  Submitted claim forms

Josel suggests that setting up a filing system may work best to corral those bills and insur-
ance forms that need your attention. 

If you’re short on desk or counter space, think back to your available air space. Hang a 
vertical file on your wall in your office or kitchen. Need this system portable? Use a file 
tote, accordion file, or rolling file cart. 

Remember, it doesn’t have to be fussy or fancy. You can even put all your bills to pay and 
claims to process in a shoe box! Just use anything that will keep important medical infor-
mation accessible and simple for you to act on.

One more tip: To keep your paperwork from getting too out of control, commit to spend-
ing about 10 minutes a week to go through papers, file what you can, make calls, and 
complete any necessary actions. By doing so, you’ll minimize feelings of overwhelm.

How to Declutter Magazines and Catalogs
There are probably many kinds of magazines and catalogs in your home — new ones, 
piled-up ones, and very old magazines you may have collected as a child. First, can this 
whole category of items go? If so, you have made your decision — recycle all magazines 
and catalogs. This is the easiest type of rule to create. When you realize a whole category 
of items can go, take 15 to 30 minutes to go through your house, collect those items, and 
recycle them right away.

If all the magazines and catalogs can’t go, or you want to keep some of them, find all of 
those items and consolidate them in one location. Some can stay and some will go. 
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“This is the complicated part of decluttering and organizing, and is usually where we get 
stuck,” Lisa Woodruff says. “The goal here is still to see all the magazines and catalogs as 
piles of items, not just individual items. Now ask yourself, ‘Are there any magazines and 
catalogs by title that can all go?’ Recycle those. ‘Are there any magazines and catalogs that 
need to stay, no matter how old?’ Put those in a pile.”

For the rest, here are some rules that have worked for Woodruff ’s clients:

•  A catalog can stay until the new one arrives.

•  Magazines stay for no longer than one year.

•  This magazine stays for one year; all others go after they are read. (Must be read or 
gone in six months.)

“I know this requires a lot of decision-making, but these rules will matter every time a 
new magazine or catalog comes into your home,” Woodruff says. “If all magazines can 
go, take them to the recycling bin. If some stay, now is when you decide where, for how 
long, and how many. Having one location for magazines and catalogs to reside is the goal. 
When you see or receive a catalog or magazine, you have two choices: recycle it or put it 
in its designated location.”

The ADHD-Friendly Guide to Filing Taxes
Why do so many of us put off doing taxes until April? Because it’s all so overwhelming! 
ADDitude contributor Harriet Steinberg shares her ADHD-friendly tips to overcome 
common hurdles, find the right paperwork, and simplify the process so you’re done 
before April 15.

For people who have ADHD, one of the hallmark challenges is organization. And pro-
crastination. Taxes feel like an overwhelming task because the project pieces are usually 
not organized, Steinberg says. 

It’s hard to get started: “What do I do first,” “it’s so complicated,” “I don’t know where any-
thing is,” “I don’t even know what I need.” There are so many reasons to delay and avoid.

There’s also the money issue that surfaces when we talk about taxes, Steinberg continues. 
How much do I spend? How much do I save? Will I have enough money to pay what I owe? 
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The anxieties that come up around money add to the feelings of overwhelm. And we 
often feel shame about being late, overdue, delinquent, etc. Understanding what gets in 
your way, and increased self-awareness, can help. 

“You can move forward once you’re aware of some of the reasons you’d rather stick a fork 
in your eye than do your taxes,” Steinberg says. Thankfully, we can address ways to lessen 
that impulse.

What Do You Need to Get Started on Your Taxes?
Here, Steinberg shares her tax filing strategies. Create a file every year for tax related 
documents for that year. Any time you have a document that may be related to filing your 
taxes, put it in this file. (i.e., property tax bills, charity payments, 1099s, year-end tax doc-
uments from banks, etc.). 

•  File financial documents in 12 folders, one for each month. The December folder 
should be red.

•  After January bills have been paid, put the contents of the other 11 folders in the 
red folder. When you are ready to start your tax returns, everything is where it 
should be — in one place and easily accessed.

•  Keep a copy of the prior year’s return with the December folder so you can refer to 
it next year. Keep the copy and proof documents in a two-drawer filing cabinet.

•  Keep sensitive items (stock certificates, deeds, bonds, marriage licenses, etc.) in a safe.

You will need forms to file your taxes. They are often mailed to you from the IRS. (If you 
didn’t get them, many can be printed out or requested from the IRS (irs.gov). 

You will need records (papers, forms, receipts, statements) to complete these forms:

•  Income from work, banks, investments, sales, etc.

•  Expenses — mortgage interest, charitable deductions, state income taxes, etc.

•  Previous years’ tax records (if you can find those and if they have been filed!).

A complete list of records you need (should have kept, and will need to keep in the fu-
ture), and information about how long you need to keep them, can be found at the IRS 
website. There is also a handy tax preparation checklist available on the TurboTax website 
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(turbotax.intuit.com). If you are missing important paperwork (you will know from the 
list of things you should have kept), such as 1099s, bank documents, and so on, it is usu-
ally possible to locate where you can get copies on each organization’s website.

If you’re comfortable with technology, there are systems that will help you get and stay or-
ganized (note that you’ll still need to keep some paper records) such as Mint (mint.intuit.
com), Quicken (quicken.com), and QuickBooks (quickbooks.intuit.com). These are all 
great examples of software you can use to keep, organize, and report on your information, 
although they do require data input on your part.

Next, create the right workspace. 

•  What conditions do you need to help you begin putting the pieces together? 

•  Does music help? 

•  Does it help to have a buddy or family member assist you or just hang out nearby 
doing their own thing? 

•  Do you work best if you have a deadline you set with your accountant? 

•  Does it help you if you work in small chunks, having a reward after each work ses-
sion (a nap, specialty coffee, walk around the block).

Work backward from the deadline and set interim deadlines or milestones at least a 
month before April 15 (or right now!). Enter these dates on your calendar. Schedule an 
appointment with your accountant. (Or, schedule it with yourself — actually block out 
the time in your agenda — if your return is relatively simple, and you are doing your taxes 
yourself.) One month before the meeting, set a deadline to get your forms and paperwork 
together — again, this depends on whether you are doing the taxes yourself or hiring 
someone. If you’re using money management software, plan to finish off any data entry 
you need to do to complete the year of record keeping. Of course, this means scheduling 
the time in your agenda to do this as well.

Each week, write down what the next step is and then schedule it (block out the time in 
your agenda and treat it as an unmissable appointment!). 

Keep your “taxes in process” paperwork and files in one place so that when your next 
scheduled tax work session comes up, you know where to find your records.
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Breaking the process into steps will make this project much more doable. You’ll see prog-
ress, and even with the occasional setback, you’ll see that tackling one piece at a time can 
turn a mountain into molehills. Acknowledge yourself for your hard work! Oh, and one 
more thing. Before you send in your taxes, SIGN THE RETURN!

Checklist: Documents Every Household Should Have 
“While it’s important to purge paper, there are some core files or documents that every 
home should have,” Leslie Josel says. “These should be kept in home storage system that is 
easy to access and easy to see.” These are just the basics; you may need to add other items 
depending on your personal situation.

•  Deeds, mortgages, and bills of sale

•  Annual tax returns

•  Year-end statements for investments

•  Legal documents (birth certificates, marriage license, divorce papers, passports, etc.)

•  Home improvement documentation and receipts

•  Receipts for major purchases — for warranty and insurance purposes

•  Wills

•  Living wills

•  Power of attorney designation

•  Medical and burial instructions

•  Beneficiary directions

•  Real estate certificates

•  Automobile titles and paperwork

•  Current and past life insurance policies

•  Medical records/policies

•  Education records

•  Pension plan records
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•  Retirement plan records

•  Mementos

As for bank and credit card statements? That is a personal decision. You probably can 
access all that information online. But you may feel more secure having those documents 
on hand.

If you are keeping files on your computer’s hard drive, make sure to back them up on an 
external hard drive or in the cloud in case your computer crashes.

Also, please reach out to your financial advisor or accountant to make sure you are keep-
ing what is necessary for your records. They will know best what is required.

Go Paperless Whenever Possible:  
Digital Organization Help for Adults with ADHD
Most of us have expanding piles of paper that clutter our rooms, and when it comes to 
managing paper, we can often stand in the way and become our own worst enemy. We 
keep things because we tell ourselves we’ll need them — even if we haven’t looked at them 
in five years and don’t know where we’ve put them. There seems to be security in knowing 
they’re around somewhere.

Fortunately, today’s digital advances allow us to “keep” things in virtual space, which can 
help tremendously with tidying and streamlining our physical spaces. From bills to art-
work, here are some hacks provided by Beth Main and Mia Marano, founder of C’est Fini, 
a professional organizing company, for how to go paperless.

Paperless Bills and Statements
Most companies have an e-bill or e-statement option. Take advantage of it. One hazard of 
this approach is that, if something happens to you, your beneficiaries won’t know about 
your assets unless they have access to your account. Make sure you write down instructions, 
or at least create a list of accounts that includes the name of the bank or brokerage house.
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Digital Sticky Notes and Reminders
Instead of keeping physical sticky notes all over the house, use a mobile device, tablet, or 
other digital apps to prioritize items and assign everything a due date. If a task needs a 
follow-up, set a date to take further action.

Keeping Kids’ Artwork
Drawings and other art your kids make are treasures. But you can’t save everything. What 
you should do is explain to your child that the point of art is creating it, not necessarily 
keeping it. The favorites can be kept in an 11 x 17 envelope or photographed and stored in 
a virtual album.

From Printing to Cloud Storage
There seems to be a generational divide on this one. Kids and young adults are happy 
peering at their phones for information. Not many people have desktop computers any 
more. For older folks who grew up without the Internet, the only way you could take your 
work home was to print it out. Many of us are still in the habit of printing everything. 
This is a habit worth breaking.

Don’t print out anything unless you will absolutely need it outside your home or office. 
Try one of the cloud storage services, like Dropbox, Google Cloud Platform, Microsoft 
Azure Cloud, or iCloud to save and view your documents. Your documents will be avail-
able anywhere you have an Internet connection. Once you save your document in the 
cloud, shred it.

It’s also no longer necessary to buy an office or industrial scanner to convert all your 
paper to documents. In fact, if you’re using cloud storage, it’s probably a feature of your 
system. Click the “+” icon in the Google Drive app on some smartphones, for example, 
and you’ll see “scan” as one of the options.

Some people are reluctant to store precious memories and documents electronically for 
fear of losing them. That’s valid. Make sure you have a backup if it’s stored locally (on 
your computer’s hard drive or your device’s internal storage). If it’s stored in the cloud, 
know which cloud storage system you put it in and what your login information is. Most 
people have lots of accounts, with different usernames and passwords. You’ll need a fail-
proof way of keeping track of them all.
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Additional Tools and Resources
Write to Mail Preference Service, c/o Data and Marketing Association, P.O. Box 9008, 
Farmingdale, NY 11735-9008, to get your name off junk mail lists. Be sure to include all 
the variations of the spelling of your name and write to them at least once a year. Each 
request takes about 12 weeks to process. 

To receive less commercial advertising mail, you can register for The DMA’s Mail Prefer-
ence Service (MPS) (additu.de/dma) which allows you to “opt out” of national mailing lists.

Call 1.888.5.OPT.OUT to get your name removed from credit card solicitation lists. If you 
want to selectively remove catalogs from your mail, simply cut or rip off the address label 
of the catalog, draw a line through your address, write, “Please remove me from your 
mailing list, and mail it to the company. 

Visit OptOutPrescreen.com, the official Consumer Credit Reporting Industry website, to 
opt in or opt out of firm offers of credit or insurance.

Mint (mint.intuit.com), Quicken (quicken.com), and QuickBooks (quickbooks.intuit.
com) software can help you keep, organize and report on your information, although 
they do require data input on your part.

For tax information visit irs.gov or TurboTax (turbotax.intuit.com). 

Cloud storage solutions: Dropbox (dropbox.com), Google Cloud Platform (cloud.google.
com), Microsoft Azure Cloud (azure.microsoft.com), or iCloud (icloud.com).

The tips and strategies in this chapter came from the following ADDitude contributors: 
Anne Busse; Leslie Josel; Judith Kolberg; Diane Lane; Beth Main; Mia Marano; Susan C. 
Pinsky; Harriet Steinberg; Holly Uverity; and Lisa Woodruff.
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If you live with a child who has ADHD, you know too well that they need organization 
help. Clutter comes with the territory: Books on the stairs, backpacks in the hall, pizza 
boxes on the floor, a coat draped over every chair… you get the idea.

Why are kids with ADHD so good at creating clutter? It’s not that they’re inconsiderate. 
It’s not that they are defiant or disrespectful. It’s the way they’re wired. Children with 
ADHD often have weak executive functions that make it hard for them to organize, pri-
oritize, complete tasks, and manage their time.

Children get so focused on tasks that they fail to notice the mess they’ve created. If the 
mess is pointed out, they may be clueless as to how to clean it up — or they may start 
cleaning, and become distracted or frustrated before finishing.

Here’s the bad news: Organizational skills rarely come naturally to children with ADHD. 
The good news? Kids can learn organizational skills — with help. Though, it’s important 
to keep in mind that every person learns in a slightly different way. 

ADHD Organization Solutions at Home: Tips for Parents
According to Leslie Josel, some people like visual prompts; others need to hear instruc-
tions; and others need to perform the act to lay down the learning. 

“There is never one right tactic or answer. The important takeaway is that, while you’ve 
developed organizing methods that clearly work for you, that doesn’t mean they are going 
to work for someone else,” Josel says.

Chapter 6: 
Clutter-Cutting Hacks for Children  
with ADHD
Weak executive functions make it hard for children with 
ADHD to clean up — and their distracted brains don’t care 
anyway! Use these practical organization tips to fix that and 
clear the clutter for good.
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“Therefore,” she continues. “If you truly want your child to learn organizational skills, 
you must understand how they learn best so they can develop systems and strategies to 
organize their space and stuff in a way that works for them.”

To find out how your child learns, begin by taking a step back and observing what seems 
to be working well for them in other areas of life. 

“Look for clues,” she says. “Do they color-code school supplies? Do they prefer open 
shelving so that they can see all their stuff?”

Next, ask questions that will bring solutions to light. Start with, “What system might 
work best for you?” 

“If they need to see their stuff so they know it exists, then remove their closet door,” Josel 
says. “If folding clothes isn’t their thing, replace the dresser with bins where they can easi-
ly toss t-shirts, jeans, socks, and underwear. If they detest hanging up clothes on hangers, 
ditch the rod in the closet and install hooks.”

Josel continues, “It’s also important that a child is crystal clear as to what a chore like 
‘clean your room’ really means.” If “clean your room” is too vague, try writing down these 
specific directions instead:

•  Put books on the bookshelf

•  Move clothes from the floor to the hamper

•  Bring dirty dishes to the kitchen

•  Transfer trash to the outside bin

•  Place all school supplies on the desk

•  Make your bed

“Then ask if they understand exactly what you’re asking them to do and if they know how 
to do it,” Josel says. 

Step-by-step instructions and visual prompts will also help children remember what they 
need to accomplish. Want to have some fun with it? Take photos of your child doing each 
step and post those so they see how to move through the daily routine.
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Here are two of Josel’s rules of thumb for caregivers:

1.  Clear is king. In other words, if your child can’t see it, it doesn’t exist. Clear bins 
and baskets in a bedroom and playroom that are clearly labeled will give kids natu-
ral, visual reminders of the physical locations of all their stuff.

2.  If it takes more than two steps, your child most likely won’t do it. Think un-fussy 
and streamlined. Take a tour of your child’s room using their height as your guide. 
Can they open the closet door easily? Reach the rod and shelves? Are the dresser 
drawers too hard to open? Is the dresser crammed full? And don’t forget about 
shelving. Is there enough space for books, memorabilia? Eliminate any roadblocks.

Try implementing one (or all) of the following organizational systems.

Organizational Systems for Children with ADHD — That Work!
Visual Cues
Many children with ADHD are visual processors. For school binders, papers, and note-
books, consider color-coding with a different color for each subject. Trying using one 
color for homework and another color for papers that stay home. Around the house, use 
open shelving or clear containers with labels to keep rooms tidy. Clear-plastic, over-the-
door shoe holders are a great place to keep small items that are easily lost.

Show — Don’t Just Tell
ADHD is passed down in families, so there’s a good chance you or your partner has 
ADHD and is just as disorganized. It is hard to teach organization skills if you don’t have 
them yourself. If that’s the case, working hard to set up organizational systems in your 
house will benefit everyone, not just your child. When your child sees that organization is 
important to you, it reinforces why it should be important to them.

Ask for Your Child’s Input
When creating organizational systems for your home, ask for your child’s input. When 
they are involved in structuring the routine, they have more of a stake in the outcome 
and may be more likely to follow it. If the system isn’t working, bring your child into the 
discussion to find out what you can change to make it more effective.

Simplify and Declutter
If you are like most people, you have a lot more “stuff ” than you use. Simplify and declut-
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ter your home, so it is easier to keep it neat. Keep five toys out and pack the rest in a box; 
every few weeks, rotate the toys. If your child “needs” a toy from the box, let them know 
they must put one away. Go through your child’s room and do the same with books and 
clothes. The fewer things they need to put away, the tidier the room stays.

Hang Up a Laminated List
“Clean up your room” means different things to different people. You may mean making 
the bed, picking up the toys, putting dirty clothes in the hamper, and so on — but to your 
child, it may mean throwing everything under the bed. Be clear about what you expect. 
Make a checklist of tasks, laminate it, and tack it up on the back of your child’s bedroom 
door. When you say, “Clean up your room,” your child can follow the checklist and mark 
off each item as it is completed.

Ease the Morning Rush
Getting out the door in the morning is much easier if everything your child needs is in 
one place. Place a shelf or a basket designated for school items by the front door. The 
night before, when homework is completed, all school items go right into the backpack 
and/or the basket. Deposit any extra papers, lunch, sports uniforms, equipment, or mis-
cellaneous items for school in the basket. Your child knows he has everything he needs 
when the basket is empty.

Practice Backpack Hygiene
Referred to as “black holes,” backpacks are a gathering place for every piece of paper your 
child touches each day. Make backpack organization a part of daily homework. Before 
your child begins homework each evening, take the first two minutes to clean papers out 
of their backpack and organize them into folders with their help. Bonus: This simple habit 
helps students transition into doing homework.

Think in the Box
“I can’t do my homework because I can’t find a pencil.” Have you heard that before? 
Homework time goes much smoother when school supplies are easily accessible. Use an 
old shoebox to create a homework supply box with pencils, pens, crayons, paper, a ruler, 
glue sticks, a calculator, and any other items your child regularly needs. Once homework 
is completed, all supplies go right back into the box.

Work on Timing Tasks
Children with ADHD find it hard to estimate how long a task will take. Your child may 
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think that washing the dishes will take five minutes, but you know it will probably take 
20. When starting a new routine, have your child use a kitchen timer or a stopwatch to 
time how long each step takes. 

Praise Effort, Not Results
Focus on what your child is doing right. If they attempted to organize their backpack, 
let them know you appreciate the effort. If they went through the checklist to clean their 
room but forgot one step, praise them for sticking with it and completing most of the 
tasks. Experts suggest that parents give five positive statements for every piece of con-
structive criticism.

Once your child gets the hang of an organization system, you can move on to establishing 
ground rules about maintaining order. 

Easy-to-Follow Rules for Children
Setting rules about cleaning up will only work if your child can follow them. Here are 
four rules to get your children started, according to Leslie Josel.

Rule #1: Hang It Up
Let’s say your daughter has a habit of dropping her coat on the floor when she comes 
home. You’ve reminded her to use the coat closet, and yet… there’s that darn coat again. 
What to do?

If you can’t bring her to the closet, bring the closest to her. Install coat hooks or place a 
coat tree near the door she’s most likely to enter. (If she usually enters the house through 
the laundry room, put it there, not by the front door.) Hang a coat on one of the hooks as 
a visual reminder that this is where coats go. You may need to yell, “Use the hook!” each 
time you hear the door open. But soon your daughter will use the hook as a matter of 
habit, without any reminders.

Rule #2: Throw It Away
Are certain rooms in your home perpetually littered with food wrappers, school papers, 
old newspapers, and other bits of paper? Look closely at each problem room. Does it 
have a wastebasket? Is the wastebasket big enough? Is it in plain view? Remember, for 
the ADHD brain, out of sight is truly out of mind. Ideally, each room will have its own 
brightly colored, appropriately sized wastebasket. Don’t worry about what guests might 
think. Better to have lots of wastebaskets than lots of littered rooms.
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Rule #3: Pick It Up
Does your child leave clothing on the bedroom floor? If placing a hamper in the bath-
room doesn’t work, create an ADHD-friendly closet: One with a laundry basket for dirty 
clothes and two milk crates — one for shoes, one for pajamas. Help your child devel-
op the habit of undressing in front of the open closet. All your child needs to do when 
getting ready for bed is take off his clothes, toss them in the laundry basket, and grab the 
pajamas that live in the crate.

Rule #4: Put It Away
Your home contains hundreds of items that must be put away, but let’s focus on items 
that are handled at least twice each day: The toothpaste cap and the toothbrush. The cap 
is easy! Just switch to a toothpaste that has a hinged cap. Have each child store his tooth-
brush in his own brightly colored, plastic drinking glass (which is left on a bathroom 
shelf). Kids who have trouble using a toothbrush holder will have no trouble getting their 
toothbrushes into the glass.

Don’t expect perfect compliance with the ground rules. After all, nobody’s perfect. And 
be sure to praise even the smallest accomplishment.

End the Chore Wars!  
How to Stop Arguing and Start Motivating Your Child
Chores — the word is enough to scare off kids and cause major headaches at home.

Every parent knows the agony of starting a new chore routine. With families where one 
or more children have ADHD, forgetfulness, difficulty following directions, distractions, 
and other symptoms can affect how quickly housework gets done, if at all.

That’s why we asked parents who’ve been there and done that how they go about getting 
their kids and teens to help with household chores. Here’s their best advice:

Chores Tip #1: Make Work Fun and Flexible
“My 15-year-old son likes to listen to music while doing chores. It helps him focus, espe-
cially if the music is on shuffle (selecting new songs is distracting).” — TiggersMom

“Limit the power struggle over doing housework by allowing some flexibility about when 
they are done. For example, if the chore is to mow the lawn, have your child make their 
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own schedule — factoring in rain or other difficulties — so they can get it done on their 
own time. If they do not mow the lawn, reduce privileges — they can’t go out on the 
weekend until it’s done.” — coachjulie

“I do chores with my child, so it becomes a bonding experience.” — Zoe

Chores Tip #2: Emphasize Independence
“I remind him that he lives here, too. I let him make decisions about the household (what 
is for supper, where to store things) and offer an allowance for chores that he completes.” 
— An ADDitude Reader

“I try to engage them by saying, ‘If you empty the dishwasher, I’ll fill it.’ Or something else 
that makes it feel like we’re working together.” — An ADDitude Reader

“Ask respectfully. I also point out to my child that, as a family member, you have owner-
ship of the clutter/messes.” — Michelle

Chores Tip #3: Lay Out Consequences
“I told my kids to split the chores so that they would only have to do them twice a week. 
They would have to do them correctly — no sloppiness or attitude allowed. If not, I’d add 
another chore to their responsibilities, which would take time away from doing the things 
they enjoy!” — ronsmom

“When my 13-year-old with ADHD doesn’t get around to doing her chores, she doesn’t 
get rides to her friends’ houses or her allowance. No money means no movies, swimming, 
restaurants, and skating. A dirty room or a messy kitchen means paper plates, micro-
wave dinners, wearing dirty clothes, and a dirty bathroom — embarrassing for when her 
friends are over.” — Anika

Chores Tip #4: Offer Rewards
“Money wasn’t my first choice on how to motivate my daughter, but it is, so far, working. 
If my daughter completes a chore after just one request, she earns 50 cents. I keep a run-
ning total on a whiteboard in my fridge. If I have to ask her repeatedly, then I subtract 50 
cents for each time. This is a big motivator for her.” — KSmommy

CHAPTER 6: CLUTTER-CUTTING HACKS FOR CHILDREN WITH ADHD
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“My children both have a weekly chore schedule. Each chore is listed with a dollar or cent 
value. When they complete the chore, they check off the item on the list, and at the end 
of the week they add up how much they have earned. They enjoy taking responsibility for 
their earnings. There is also an opportunity to earn extra money and a section for fines 
(for breaking house rules).” — Michelle

“My stepdaughter earns movie nights if she finishes her chores without being reminded 
and without giving us any attitude. We don’t give her a lot of screen time to start, so earn-
ing movie nights is a big thing for her.” — Dlw5tab

“I used to frame chores as ‘missions,’ and had a dollar store prize waiting for them as the 
last step of their mission.” — Angela 

“They earn Roblox and Pokémon coins for their iPad games. They are very motivated by 
this!” — Beth 

Chores Tip #5: Accommodate for Memory and Organizing Challenges
“When you’re the parent of a child with ADHD, you have bigger fish to fry than whether 
your child remembers to do all their chores without prompting. So, when you find your 
child has forgotten something, remind them and supervise as they do it. Yes, it feels like 
more work than just doing it yourself, but it puts the responsibility on them in a way that 
they can handle. Over time, it will get better.” — Jillbb

“Teach the steps thoroughly. Follow the process I do, we do, you do. Then pass along 
the responsibility to them when they have demonstrated competency.” — An ADDitude 
Reader

“Keep the chores simple and consistent. Tailor chores to their strengths, and make sure 
they see how much it helps the family and you.” — Selena 

“We use charts that have photos of him doing the chore. He moves the photo over to the 
‘done’ side of the chart when it’s complete. We always include an immediate reward after-
ward, such as watching a movie.” — Emily 

“We set timers for finishing their other activities before chores start. That way, they are 
prepped to know that they will need to stop what they are doing and come help.” — An 
ADDitude Reader
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“Write chores on a list that can be easily seen. My 15-year-old had to be reminded about 
his chores most of the time until I stuck a list on the fridge where he would definitely see 
it. At first, their refusal to do chores may seem to be laziness, but we have to remember 
that ADHD brains work differently. If you wait for this behavior to change, I’m afraid 
you’ll be waiting forever.” — dolphin70

The tips and strategies in this chapter came from the following ADDitude contributor: 
Leslie Josel.
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CHAPTER 7

Am I Hoarding Stuff? 
Help for Clutterers 
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Stuff. Clutter. Keepsakes. Collections. Hoarding. It’s hard to understand the differences. It 
is truly okay for those of us who are uber-organized to have stuff — even lots of it. Heck, it’s 
even okay to have an attachment to your stuff. But the key point here is that your stuff needs 
to matter to you. Things do matter. It’s what we live with and touch each day. Our posses-
sions represent our past experiences, special snapshots of our lives, and even our loved ones.

The Difference Between Hoarding and Collecting
Hoarding is not the collection of antique teapots artfully displayed in your kitchen. It’s not 
the boxes of yearbooks or photos from high school that you take out once a year to trip 
down memory lane. It’s not even the stack of travel magazines you leave by the door and 
grab on the way to an appointment. Hoarding is not special items you display, actively use, 
or that give you extreme pleasure — items you visit with again and again like an old friend.

Hoarding is also not defined by the number of possessions you have, but by how the 
acquisition and management of those possessions affect the owner. In other words, if 
you have a huge collection of items but are proud of them, celebrate them, have room for 
them, and display them, then it is not hoarding.

Individuals with hoarding behaviors often experience frustration, pain, and shame as well 
as an inability to work through it on their own.

How to Overcome Clutter-Shame
“Clutter-shame is a complaint of many adults with ADHD. There are lots of reasons we 
find it hard to let things go,” says ADDitude contributor Susan Lasky, M.A., BCC, SCAC. 

Chapter 7: 
Am I Hoarding Stuff? Help for Clutterers
First comes a pile. Then comes clutter. Learn why ADHD 
brains are prone to slipping down the slope into hoarding 
behaviors — and how to dig yourself out of the piles of stuff.
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Here are a few:

1.   We have many interests and find it hard to set boundaries (on what we buy, what 
we keep, and where we put things).

2.   It is easy for us to see possibility and potential, so we tend to hold on to things 
“just in case.”

3.   We struggle with systems and getting things done, so it’s easy to wind up with 
stacks of mail or piles of laundry.

4.   We keep things because they help us to remember an experience (tickets, pro-
grams, souvenirs).

5.   We form emotional attachments, making it harder to let go of things (even if we 
dislike our aunt’s embroidered napkins or struggle to find space to store 200 draw-
ings our children did in grade school).

6.   We keep things visible because we might otherwise forget about them. We tend to 
“file by pile” because “out of sight is out of mind.”

7.   We make impulsive purchases when shopping because individuals with ADHD 
are usually in search of ways to stimulate their brains. This adds to clutter at 
home.

8.   We have difficulty with prioritizing and decision-making, so we just find it easier 
to keep everything.

9.   We get distracted and leave things where they were as we move on to something 
else, whether it is a kitchen counter with the remnants of last night’s dinner or a 
sofa with piles of magazines on the cushions.

10.  We forget — or can’t find — what we have, so we buy extras.

11.  Poor time management and lack of interest make it challenging to follow routines 
— emptying a dishwasher to avoid a sink full of dirty dishes or putting away clean 
laundry before it gets wrinkled.

The result? Our home becomes — and stays — a mess.

CHAPTER 7: AM I HOARDING STUFF? HELP FOR CLUTTERERS
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How to Manage Your Hoarding Behaviors
If this describes you, be gentle with yourself. You may have experienced some major trau-
ma in your life — your divorce, your mom’s death, even downsizing to a new home. Those 
experiences take their toll and need to be worked through. Remember, it’s not about your 
stuff! It’s about the “stuff ” behind the stuff! This is a gentle reminder that this will not be 
a quick fix. It didn’t take you hours, days, or even months to get into this situation, so you 
cannot expect the same when working to get out of it.

Ask yourself if there were additional emotional triggers that led to the hoarding behav-
ior? How long has this behavior been going on? What do you hoard? What is the level of 
hoarding? [Check out the Institute for Challenging Disorganization’s Clutter Hoarding 
Scale (additu.de/scale) to help you evaluate. It’s free!]

Then, focus on the best way for you to approach this process. Leslie Josel helps clients 
manage their hoarding behaviors by first asking them to name their “10s” — those 
non-negotiable items that they couldn’t bear of letting go. But here’s the catch, Josel says, 
not everything can be a 10. 

“If everything is a 10, then nothing is a 10,” she says. “And that is the true definition of 
someone who hoards. They assign the same level of significance to everything — whether 
it is an old grocery list or their marriage certificate — and they can’t differentiate any-
thing’s level of importance.

“Does This Matter?”
So, how do you determine a 10? Josel recommends going through your home and ask-
ing yourself, “Does this matter?” “Is what I really need the same as what I really want?” 
Whether you have a childhood stuffed animal that you can’t part with or a treasured col-
lection of travel mementos, don’t apologize for it. Honor it. Celebrate it. Treasure it.

To get started, Josel suggests making a list of all your possessions by category. Books, photo 
albums, clothing, and so on. Then give each of those categories a number from one to ten. If 
old magazines, cookbooks, and toys are a “one,” (meaning they are easy for you to part with) 
then start by eliminating those items first. 

“Beginning with items that don’t fill you with emotion or anxiety is a wonderful way to 
start the process,” Josel says. “It allows you to build that ‘detachment’ muscle as you move 
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toward items that will be harder.” 

Second, define your short- and long-term goals. What do you envision your home look-
ing like after the process? Perhaps your short-term goal is to be able to clear the dining 
room table so you can eat on it. Your long-term goal might be to only have one storage 
unit filled with possessions you truly want and need.

Then, write down these goals in a notebook. This will give you a solid goal to work to-
ward. What does that look like? If you are struggling with the decision to get rid of an 
item in your home, just refer back to your goals and see how keeping an item aligns with 
those goals. Josel also suggests writing down any decisions you make. “Logging small 
successes leads to bigger ones,” she says.

Third, have you thought of hiring a professional to help you? A professional organizer 
trained in hoarding behaviors could really help you define your goals, put a plan in place, 
and guide you through the tough decision-making process. 

And if you are concerned they will get bossy or judgmental, Josel affirms they will not. 
“They will never go faster or further than you want, discard anything you are not willing 
to trash, or pass judgment or criticism,” she says. 

If you are interested in hiring a professional, reach out to The National Association of 
Productivity and Organizing Professionals (napo.net) or The Institute for Challenging 
Disorganization (additu.de/scale). Their websites are set up so you can easily find a pro-
fessional by skillset and locations.

Throw a Party
Do you need some motivation to get started? Consider throwing a party. “Having guests 
over is an excellent reason to get activated to straighten up,” Lasky says. She recommends 
using invitations to friends and family to incentivize the organizing process, then orga-
nize by following these 13 strategies:

1.   Tone down the emotion. We think, “I really have to straighten up” or “I need to 
declutter,” and our ADHD brains react by going into the “fight, flight, or freeze” 
response. When there’s too much to do, we’re likely to avoid doing anything. Start 
by accepting that the smaller our task, the more likely we’ll get it done.

CHAPTER 7: AM I HOARDING STUFF? HELP FOR CLUTTERERS
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2.   Understand the difference between a task and a project. Organizing a room — 
or a closet — is a project. Breaking the job down into smaller steps gives us tasks. 
What are the specific areas that need to be organized? Think of each shelf, surface, 
or drawer as a separate space or task. Imagine each as a branch on a hybrid fruit 
tree. Each branch holds a slightly different fruit, and together they are part of the 
“room tree.”

3.   Imagine success. Think about how you will feel when you walk into a room that 
is organized to your satisfaction. Remember how great it feels to invite guests to 
your de-cluttered home. Think about how appreciative your spouse, partner or 
roommate will be or what a good role model you’ll be for your children. Fore-
cast this feeling of pride, calm, and comfort, rather than focusing on the stress 
and discomfort you will go through to achieve it. Think of the current situation 
as temporary. Accept the fact that things may get worse before they improve. As 
you organize, look for progress, not perfection; effort, not excellence. It’s better to 
promise yourself less and deliver more. Relax, breathe, and smile.

4.   Create an “Organizing Plan.” Decide on the areas you want to organize. Make 
a list of the projects (rooms, closets, etc.) and the specific tasks (spaces or things 
that need to be organized). Don’t worry yet about how you’ll organize — that can 
stop you before you start. Now decide which areas get priority. If you have diffi-
culty prioritizing, think about where you’ll feel the greatest joy when it’s organized 
(or where you feel the greatest discomfort now).

5.   Organizing doesn’t just happen. There’s always something more interesting or 
urgent to do, so schedule organizing time on your calendar. Be specific as to which 
tasks you’ll work on. Unlike your Organizing Plan, which is a to-do list, create an 
Action Plan for each organizing session, so you are working toward realistic goals.

6.   Create a supportive vibe. This is not an easy process for you, so stop thinking it 
should be. That’s a trap. Put on background music that will keep you energized 
and focused. Make sure you have sufficient lighting. Stay hydrated and avoid hun-
ger. Keep the mindset that what you are doing is a gift to yourself and your family.

7.   Love it, use it, or lose it. Pick one shelf, one surface, or one drawer. Look at each 
thing there and ask, “Do I need this? Does it really need me?” 

8.    Minimize the sense of loss. If an item is something others might use, either do-
nate it or give it to a friend or family member who would appreciate and use the 
item. Think of this as blessing someone else with your stuff.

CHAPTER 7: AM I HOARDING STUFF? HELP FOR CLUTTERERS
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9.   Take photographs, then discard, recycle, give away, or donate the object. You 
can use those photos, whether of memorabilia or art projects, to create photo 
books or create a video that you can share with others.

10.  Group like with like. As you go through various spaces, group similar items in 
one area, so you will get a feel for what you have. This makes it easier to decide 
what you want to keep. Group items by function — how things are used (the book 
on first aid goes with the first-aid supplies).

11.  Everything needs a home. Decide where the items should live. You might store 
linens in a central closet, or, for more convenience, in the rooms where they’ll be 
used. Think in terms of prime real estate. Those items used the most frequently, or 
those you want to display, should live in your prime real estate. Store the less-used 
items farther away.

12.  Say “enough.” Set boundaries by deciding (without looking at what you have), 
how many of a certain type of item you need. If you have limited space to dis-
play your goodies, be more selective. When the space is full, it’s time to stop. If 
you don’t love an item enough to give it priority then it’s an item you can release. 
When we have too much, everything loses some of its value.

13.  Don’t go it alone. Working with a friend or family member provides moral 
support, a sense of focus, and an objective perspective (“20 vases on that display 
shelf makes it hard to appreciate any of them”). Let them hold up items to which 
you have an emotional bond; if you touch these items, that might reinforce your 
feelings. Avoid working with anyone who has a “just throw it all out” mentality.

CHAPTER 7: AM I HOARDING STUFF? HELP FOR CLUTTERERS
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Q&A: How Can I Help Someone with Hoarding Tendencies?

Q: “How can I help my sister, who hoards stuff and has asked for help, but puts too 
many stipulations on what, when, and how we can do it? Family members have tried 
several times over the last decade to make progress helping her get organized with-
in her strict guidelines, but eventually everyone gives up. Her teenage children have 
given up and actually add to the problem now by simply stuffing things places to 
get them out of sight. The home has become an unhealthy environment overridden 
with dust and pet hair. It is piled high with clothes, papers, old mail, gifts pur-
chased but never given, hundreds of old toys and books, hundreds of VHS tapes…”  
—Concerned Family

Hi Concerned Family:
I applaud you for being so sensitive to your sister’s needs and for wanting to help. 
I’ve worked with many families where a member had hoarding behaviors, and it is 
frustrating and painful for the family to feel so helpless.
The first ground rule when working with someone who has hoarding behaviors is 
that you do not get rid of anything without their permission. You can only imagine 
how your sister who hoards her stuff is feeling. Stuffing things in places to get them 
out of sight or getting rid of items without her knowing is not only unhelpful; it can 
be harmful. She may feel put upon, pressured, or even threatened. Your sister needs 
to feel in control of herself and her possessions. So, the more demands that your 
family makes on her, the more resistant and closed off she will be.
I know this is going to be hard to hear, but you might not be able to help your sister; 
at least not in the way you want to. If she wants help, let me recommend some tools 
to use.
Let your sister define the goals. Ask her what her short- and long-term goals are for 
limiting the hoard in her home? Maybe her short-term goal is to be able to clear the 
path from her bathroom to her bedroom, and her long-term goal might be that she 
wants to be able to cook Christmas Eve dinner in her kitchen?
Next, write down these goals in a notebook for your sister to keep and use the goals 
as guidelines. This will eliminate potential back-and-forth dialogue and give you 
both a focus point. What does that look like? If she is struggling to get rid of an item 
in her home, then you can refer back to her goals by asking, “How is keeping this… 
going to further your goal of…?”  
Have your sister rank her items, setting aside the “10s” — non-negotiable items that 
she can’t bear to let go of. If anything she has received as a gift is her “10,” perhaps 
old mail might be her “1.” If she is able to rate her possessions, suggest to her that 
you start with something easy. Tread lightly as you build momentum. What deci-
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sions does she want to make? What can she relinquish? Perhaps papers are import-
ant to her, but items for the kitchen are not. 
Reassure her that she deserves to live in a home that is clean, safe, and functional. 
Take the emotionality out of the equation and focus on setting realistic parameters. 
So instead of trying to completely eliminate her clutter, focus instead on clearing 
paths to rooms, making her kitchen fully functional, etc. For example, if the clutter 
has made common rooms impossible to use or stairwells and hallways difficult to 
navigate, then that should be your primary focus. 
Though the road ahead might be a long one, reassure your sister that the work is 
a true collaboration (fully supported by friends and family), and therefore, she is 
not alone in this process. Promise her that you will not go further or faster than 
she wants or is able. And let her take small steps to recover her home and her life. 
Celebrate her accomplishments each step of the way. 
— By Leslie Josel, ADHD academic and parenting coach and founder of Order Out 
of Chaos.

From Clutter to Hoarding — Stop the Slide
Hoarding tendencies are common among adults with ADHD who are easily over-
whelmed by piles of clutter and who attach emotions to stuff that triggers memories. 
What gives rise to problematic clutter that can look like hoarding is less-than-stellar 
executive functions. This includes difficulty with categorizing and decision-making, and 
distractibility.

Judith Kolberg, ADDitude contributor and founder of the Institute for Challenging Disor-
ganization (ICD), shares the story of Lucy, a client with ADHD. “Lucy can imagine 10 
things to do with a straw before I can suggest tossing it in the garbage. It’s this ‘possibility 
thinking’ that adds to her clutter distress,” Kolberg says. 

Lucy also has a textbook case of distractibility. “Give her the task of going through old 
magazines, and one text message will shake her train of thought off the track,” Kolberg 
continues.

Then there is the matter of decision-making. Lucy’s garage bulges with baby swings, desk-
top computer monitors, and camping coolers. What was once a two-car garage is now a 
one-bike garage. She cannot decide whether to keep the stuff, sell it at a yard sale, or drop 
it off at Goodwill.

“Lucy has a hoard of things, even though she is not diagnosed with hoarding behavior,” 
Kolberg says.
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What can Lucy and others like her do? Kolberg shares her top tips for managing clutter.

Top Clutter Busters
•  Over-personalize the elimination process. It makes a difference. For example, use 

Friends, Acquaintances, and Strangers to sort stuff. Then, ask if an item is a Friend, 
Acquaintance, or Stranger. You keep your friends and get rid of strangers. You en-
joy acquaintances for a while, then are happy to see them go.

•  Use the “gradual decluttering method” to help with decision-making. In Week 1, 
toss out three items. Anything counts: Plastic bags, clothes that are worn out, old 
phone directories. The idea is to get used to decision-making. In Weeks 2 and 3, 
toss out one item a day. In Week 4, toss out 12 items by the end of the week. Keep 
tossing 12 items per week going forward.

•  Hire a professional organizer if you’re distractible. A professional organizer will 
help you stay focused, and will be objective about decluttering, which is what you 
need. Professional organizers are usually compassionate, even when they push you a 
little. 

•  Turn intentions into action by scheduling them. Make an appointment with your-
self. For instance, when Lucy says, “I need to recycle this stuff,” we immediately put a 
date on her calendar to go to the recycling center. Putting intentions on a schedule is 
powerful and increases the chance that you do something.

•  Join a Messies Anonymous group (additu.de/messies), an online clutter support 
group, or an Organizing Meetup group near you.

The tips and strategies in this chapter came from the following ADDitude contributors: 
Leslie Josel; Judith Kolberg; and Susan Lasky, M.A., BCC, SCAC.

Additional Resources 
•  Institute for Challenging Disorganization (additu.de/scale)

•  Messies Anonymous group (additu.de/messies)

•  The National Association of Productivity and Organizing Professionals  
(napo.net)
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CHAPTER 8

Conclusion +  
22 Clutter-Busting 
Strategies You Can 

Start Today
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De-clutter and organize your life. It sounds straightforward, right? In reality, it is a key 
step in reaching bigger, better goals. Yet, many adults with ADHD struggle to get even a 
bit more organized. Life is capricious and get-it-done strategies that work well today may 
prove useless tomorrow.

The good news is that seemingly small changes can bring big improvements in your life 
— less clutter, fewer hassles, and greater tranquility.

Read on for a list of powerful ways to get your days in order. They may just become your 
new rules for a streamlined, more organized, less-cluttered life.

Organize for the Big Picture
Set time limits for decision-making. Adults with ADHD can spend days agonizing over 
decisions that others make in minutes. Speed the process by setting a time frame or a 
budget cap. If you’re choosing a summer camp for your child, for example, set a deadline 
and make the best choice you can by that date. If you’re deciding which new smartphone 
to buy, pick a price cap and ignore more costly phones.

Always identify the most important factor to consider in making any decision, whether 
it’s price, convenience, aesthetics, practicality, or something else. Focus solely on that 
factor when considering your decision.

Fight the tendency to over-commit. For each new commitment you make, give up an 
old one. If you agree to join the school fundraising committee, for instance, give up the 
neighborhood watch committee. People with ADHD tend to spread themselves too thin.

Keep your to-do lists brief. Using big, bold letters, make a list of no more than five tasks 
on an index card. (List any additional items on the back of the card.) Once you have done 
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those five things, refer to the back of the card to create a new to-do list — and discard the 
old one. You’ll accomplish more, feel less frustrated, and manage your time better. 

Fight hyperfocus. Set an alarm clock, kitchen timer, or phone alert — or arrange for 
someone reliable to call you at a specified time or times. If you tend to lose yourself on 
Instagram for hours at a time, you need this kind of help.

Use a “body double.” This is a friend or family member who sits with you as you tackle 
mundane chores, like paying bills, filling out a job application, or reviewing financial state-
ments. Your body double will create a productive atmosphere by sitting quietly and doing 
an unobtrusive task, like cleaning out their inbox or adding recipes to their Pinterest board.

Organize Your Finances

Schedule a quarterly review of investments — with yourself. Write the date and time to 
review these on your calendar or in your planner, and go over your bank accounts, invest-
ment accounts, and retirement plans.

Switch to online banking. How much time do you spend each month writing checks, 
addressing envelopes, and affixing postage (not to mention mailing the checks)? It’s 
faster to do your banking online — especially since you can set up recurring bills to be 
paid automatically — and you won’t have to pay for postage. If you’re intimidated by the 
sometimes-complicated computer work required to open an online account, ask a com-
puter-savvy friend or family member to help.

Keep plastic to a minimum. The more credit cards you have, the more statements and 
receipts you’ll have to contend with. Better to stick with one or two major cards and avoid 
the high-interest store and gas cards. Read the fine print and consider new card offers 
only if the terms of the card are clearly superior to the terms of your current cards.

Get a debit card. Keep it in your wallet and use it whenever possible. Each time you use 
the card, make an entry in your check register as if you had written a check. That way, 
your checking account stays balanced.

Keep some extra cash on hand. Put several hundred dollars in a waterproof plastic bag 
and store it someplace safe, but easy to locate (maybe your freezer). That way, you won’t 
be caught empty-handed if a storm, power outage, or some other natural or man-made 
disaster makes it impossible to use ATMs.

CHAPTER 8: CONCLUSION + 22 CLUTTER-BUSTING STRATEGIES  
YOU CAN START TODAY
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Carry a colorful wallet. It’s harder to misplace a red wallet than an ordinary black or 
brown one. 

Organize for Your Health & Happiness
Keep extra ADHD medication on hand. Each time you fill a prescription, write in your 
planner the date on which you’ll need to refill it (or set your computer to issue an alert or 
generate an email reminder on that date). Ask your pharmacists if they can call to remind 
you when it’s time to refill. Your “renew date” should be at least one week before the date 
on which you’ll run out of medication.

Build socializing into your schedule. That way, your desires to meet new people, have 
interesting conversations, and keep up with friends are taken care of automatically. Take a 
class, join a book club or a lecture series, or start a dinner club.

Join an ADHD support group. Support groups provide more than emotional support. 
For example, the members can get together online when it’s time to tackle boring tasks, 
like filling out tax returns or filing. Each person puts their phone down and dedicates 15 
minutes to the task at hand, then returns to instant messaging — to joke, commiserate, 
and congratulate one another.  

Buy experiences, not objects. There’s nothing wrong with a little “retail therapy” to reward 
yourself for your accomplishments. But think twice before buying some new object (which 
may become more clutter in your home). Instead, use your money to buy a pleasant experi-
ence, such as a massage or a night out with friends.

The key to ADHD-friendly organization is efficiency — get it done quickly and make it as 
simple as possible, Susan C. Pinsky says. To do this, Pinsky advises adults with ADHD to 
follow these four pillars of organization:

•  Routine: Don’t reinvent the wheel every day. Setting up a clutter-cleaning schedule 
(and sticking to it!) is key to keeping your home organized for the long haul. Once 
you build a habit, you stay on top of the clutter more easily.

•  Structure: Establishing rules and easy-to-follow systems (car keys always go on the 
hook by the door, for example) helps control impulsive behavior and keeps clutter 
corralled in certain areas as much as possible.

CHAPTER 8: CONCLUSION + 22 CLUTTER-BUSTING STRATEGIES  
YOU CAN START TODAY
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•  Boundaries: Guard your space. Neatniks shouldn’t have to share space with the 
perpetually disorganized — and vice versa. Kitchen stuff shouldn’t overflow into 
the living room. If you find you’re constantly breaking your set boundaries, get rid 
of the excess.

•  Support: Don’t go it alone! When in doubt about how to move forward, reach out 
for help from someone who gets it.

22 Clutter-Busting Strategies You Can Start Today 

Rules
1. Do One Chore Per Day
The best way to make progress on clutter is not in one giant burst, but by scheduling 15 
minutes of work each day. For a few minutes after dinner or before bed, eliminate clutter 
one square foot at a time.

Pick one new mini-project each day. Weed out the clothes your kids have outgrown. Tame 
the pantry shelves. File your bills. Focusing on one undesirable task at a time will keep 
you from feeling overwhelmed. Plus, it lets you check things off your to-do list, which 
always feels good.

2. Finish Something (Anything) Early in the Day
Starting your day by completing a clutter-busting chore — a small task or something larger 
that you worked on yesterday — gives you a sense of closure, making the rest of the day 
meaningful. No matter how the day goes, you can say you finished something, which gives 
you a sense of satisfaction that will encourage you to keep tackling clutter the next day.

3. Put It on the Calendar 
It’s not enough to write a task down on a to-do list. You have to enter it into your calen-
dar. Assigning each task to a specific day increases your chances of getting it done. With 
only a vague to-do list, you have a 40%-50% chance of doing each task. Scheduling tasks 
increases your chances of completing them to 70% or more.

4. Play It Loose with Deadlines
Schedule more time than you think you’ll need to clean up clutter. Rather than trying to 
precisely estimate how long each task will take, just say, “Screw it. I’m going to need 30% 
more time for everything I plan, no matter what.” Pick a number: 20% more, 50%, and 
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stick to it. The worst thing that could happen is you finish early — and have some free 
time in your cleaner house!

5. Switch Up Your Cleaning Routine Every Three Months 
People with ADHD get bored with their routines more quickly than those without the 
condition. The higher boredom factor keeps them from tackling things they once com-
pleted with ease. A cleaning routine — whether it’s sorting mail or doing the dishes — 
should be kept fresh by changing it up every three months. This doesn’t mean a complete 
overhaul, just a tweak.

6. Follow the Two-Minute Rule
You hate wiping down the counter. Or sorting all your bills. Or filing last year’s taxes. But 
putting off these little tasks is often more emotionally exhausting and stressful — and 
results in much more clutter — than just biting the bullet and getting them done. Do 
yourself a favor and follow this rule of thumb: If you can complete the task in less than 
two minutes, do it now. You’ll free up mental space and confidence in yourself.

Structure
7. Create a Chore File
Staying on top of chores is a major challenge for adults with ADHD. Creating a weekly 
plan can keep you on track. Over the weekend, write down the chores that need to get 
done in the upcoming week on index cards. Arrange them in order of priority and keep 
them in a single location. If you live with a spouse or partner, talk with each other and 
decide which of you will do what.

8. Think Once
Also known as “Think Once Really Hard and Then Don’t Think About It Again.” Take on 
a knotty, persistent problem — dealing with incoming mail, say — from all angles. You 
may spend a lot of time working through all the challenges and solutions to each prob-
lem, but, eventually, you can devise a workable system that will allow you to not think 
about the mail ever again.

9. Get a Grip
If a phone call or a request from your spouse distracts you from the cleaning task you’re 
working on, hold on to a physical artifact to remind you what you were doing; an unopened 
envelope, for instance, will remind you that you were sorting mail before the interruption.
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10. Simplify “Finishing Steps”
For those with ADHD, “finishing steps” are often the hardest. Everyone loves to pick out 
paint colors, but when it comes to cleaning the brushes after the room has been painted — 
the “finishing step” — we get bored and leave them in the corner (for weeks or months).

To help with organization, make the “finishing steps” as easy as possible, so you can sprint 
through and get them over with. Throwing out garbage is another example of a finishing 
step. If your garbage is locked away under the sink, you may lose steam and just leave 
your garbage on the counter. If the garbage can is out in the open and visible, all you have 
to do is sweep the garbage from the counter into the can. Reduce “finishing steps” and 
streamline systems so that every cleaning task is a short and workable sprint.

Boundaries
11. Stop Clutter at the Source
Set a clutter rule: If you bring in two pairs of new shoes, you have to get rid of one old 
pair. The same rule applies to all household items. If you’re a thrift store person or love 
yard sales, keep yourself from bringing clutter home by keeping your hands in your pock-
ets. There is a connection between touching and buying an item.

If clutter tends to cover tables and dressers, make those surfaces less inviting. After you 
clean up your dining room table, set the table. It not only looks nice, but also eliminates 
the dining room table as a space waiting to be cluttered. Do the same thing with your 
bedside table — put photos or mementos on the table to “fill” the surface.

12. Designate Junk Drawers
Finding homes for items like unlabeled CDs and orphan screws can slow down de-clut-
tering efforts. To prevent this, designate at least one junk drawer in every room. If you 
don’t know where an item should go, put it in that drawer. Once the drawer is full, sort 
through it. Use what you can, and discard the rest. Then start the process anew.

13. Manage Mail

•  To cut off junk mail at its source, log on to catalogchoice.org and have them alert 
marketers to stop sending you stuff.

•  Have only one place for the day’s mail to land — maybe the dining room table. Yes, it 
piles up quickly, but at least you know where it will be when you decide to tackle it.
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•  Don’t open junk mail. Each envelope can contain four to seven pieces of paper. 
Junk mail goes, unopened, right into the recycling bin.

14. Keep Related Items Together
Keep items that are used together near each other. That way, you don’t have to keep 
running around to get the things you need to do a job. (And are less likely to go out and 
purchase duplicates.) For example, keep wrapping paper, tape, scissors, and ribbons in 
the same closet so you have everything you need to wrap presents.

Support
15. Enlist Help
Help might mean another set of hands, someone to keep your morale up, or someone to 
function as a body double, who is physically present as you do a task but doesn’t do the 
task with you. Your body double anchors you to the chore at hand.

16. Auto-pay Bills and Set Up Paperless Billing When Possible
You’d be surprised (or maybe not) at how many people with ADHD have their power 
turned off because they’ve forgotten to pay the bill. In many cases, this is because the bill 
got lost in a mountain of paper clutter, and the due date slipped by unnoticed. Avoid late 
fees — plus the extra clutter of unpaid bill notices — by setting up your online banking 
account to automatically pay your bills each month and email you the records.

If you’re intimidated by the thought, ask a technologically savvy friend to help you for 30 
minutes while you walk through the process of setting up auto-pay and paperless bills. It’s 
a small investment that will pay off big, each and every month.

17. Go Professional
If your clutter is completely overwhelming you, there is no shame in hiring a professional 
organizer. Don’t look at it as a long-term commitment — in many cases, just one session 
is all that’s needed to help you sort through the junk and learn good habits to stop clutter 
from building up again.

The Right Mindset
18. Allow Yourself to Be Wacky
Don’t stress yourself out with what other people are doing — figure out what works for 
you. In some cases, this may be a little wacky to the outside observer. One client said her 
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neurotypical friends were exasperated at her refusal to file things alphabetically, saying it 
confused them. But for her, it made more sense to file things by general category. It looked 
strange to an outsider, but her desk was clear — and for her, that’s all that mattered.

19. Don’t Worry About “Pretty”
Remember, not everything is going to look pristine all the time. If it’s less daunting for 
you to just slip your shoes into your closet at the end of each day — without lining them 
up perfectly — don’t beat yourself up. Is it pretty? No. Is it efficient? Yes. Even if it’s not 
perfect, your home will look better a little organized than not at all.

20. Keep Calm and Carry On
As you start tackling clutter, do the first three things that worry you the most, to get 
them off your plate. The internal distraction of worry has a bigger impact on people with 
ADHD than on neurotypical people and prevents them from getting things done. If you 
clean any small part of the larger mess that is stressing you out, chances are you’ll break 
the anxiety and move forward.

21. Leave Room for Improvement
After years of setbacks and an eternally-messy house, it sometimes feels easier to lower 
your expectations — or just quit trying altogether. But instead of saying, “I can’t,” I chal-
lenge you to instead tell yourself: “I can’t, yet.”

For example, “I can’t keep my living room clean” becomes “I can’t keep my living room 
clean, yet.” Saying this to yourself is a powerful reminder that you are on the path to im-
provement. Soon, you’ll start to believe that the best version of yourself is under develop-
ment right now — and will come out with hard work and determination.

22. Just Do It
Don’t get overwhelmed about where or when to start a decluttering task. It doesn’t matter 
where you start; begin at any spot in any room. After you start, continue in some kind of 
logical order. If you start on the left side of the room, keep going to the left. If you start on 
the top shelf of a cabinet, work your way down. There is no ideal time to tackle clutter — 
even if you only manage a few minutes, you’ll be better off.

The tips and strategies in this chapter came from the following ADDitude contributors: 
Judith Kolberg and Susan C. Pinsky.
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